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Positron Emission Tomographyat present has a wide use especially in
medical researchand physiology:movementof radioisotope-markedchemicals
through organs can be monitored,in order to collect information about the
physiologyof the organsthemselves,or localizationof chemicalsin differentparts
ofthebodycanbestudied.
In PositronEmissionTomographya radioisotope~+with appropriatehalf life
is injectedin thepatient(or inhalated); commonlyused~+-emittersare IIC, 13N,
150,18F,with short lifetime(min)which are isotopesof thosewidelypresentin
tissue,and 82Rb,68Ga,technogicallyeasierto produceand handle.The emitted
positronafter a short rangeof the orderof a few mm dueto the initial kinetic
energystopsandannihilateswith an electronin thematter(tissue)andemitstwo
back-to-back511keY y's : from the timecoincidenceof the detectionof they'sin
twodetectorsplacedat 21twecanselecttheannihilationeventsanddeterminethe
straight line (two y's are collinear within a few mrad) along which the
annihilation occurred as the line joining the sites of interaction of a pair of .
annihilationy'S.Reconstructionalgorithmsallowus to draw a mapof the spatial
distributionof radioactivitydensityfrom a set of lines tracedas above.Positron
range,y's non-collinearity,y's Comptonscatteringin the tissue, parallax error
in thick detectorscan result in degradationof spatial resolutionand blurring of
theimage,that canbepartiallycorrectedvia software..
The mostcommonlyuseddetectorsfor PET are crystalscintillatorssuchas
NaI or BGO; their high densityandZ ensurea goodinteractionefficiencyfor 511
keV y's. Due to the high costof the crystals, the read-outtechnologyand the
associatedelectronicsa limited number of single crystal detectorsof a few
millimetersin size are usually placedon a few rings aroundthe body,covering
onlya smallpart of thesolidangle.
The purposeof this work is to evaluatethe feasibilityof a PET systembased
on low cost amorphoussilicon detectorsand integratedelectronics,capableof
coveringa large angleand with efficiencyand spatial resolutioncomparableor
competitivewith crystalringsPET.'
Amorphoussiliconis widelyusedin solar cell technology,in whichvery thin
layers( ~1 J-lm) are producedindustrially in largeareasto interactwith visible
light and in Thin Film Transistors(TFT) technology.In the field of high energy
physicsand medicalphysicsamorphoussilicon has beenproposedas a detector
alternativeto crystalsilicondetectors;althoughSignal to Noiseratio and charge
mobility are smaller in amorphoussilicon detectors,they providethe following
advantagescomparedtothe crystalsilicondetectors:
- large area pixel detectors can be easily built;
- the cost is lower;
- the material is highly radiation resistant.
The basic structure of an amorphoussilicon detectoris a reversebiased p-i-n
multilayer, with very thin p and n blocking contacts (much less than one micron)
and a thick i-layer. Amorphous silicon detectors can be used to detect UV and
visible photons (due to short absorption depth of light few j.lm of silicon are
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enough)or chargedparticles (depletedthicknessesup to 50 ~mare presently
available):in our studyweconsideredbothapplications.
Due to the low crosssectionfor interactionfor 511keV ys in silicona highZ
and high density "gamma/electronconverter"is neededto have a reasonable
interactionefficiency;the primary electron(photoelectricor Comptonelectron)
can be directly detectedby an amorphoussilicondetectoror produceslight in a
scintillator medium and the scintillation photonsare detectedby amorphous
siliconphotodiodes.Threestructuresare consideredhereas shownin Figure 1.1:
- a thin Tantalum slabservesas "(-electronconverterand amorphoussilicon
pixeldetectorstrack electronsproducedin theTantalum;
-Cesium Iodade as a slab or within a honeycombarray of glass tubes is a "(-
electron converteranda scintillatorfor electronsgeneratedin the crystalitself.
The amorphoussiliconpixelphotodiodesdetectthe scintillationphotons.
- a honeycombarray of leadglasstubesis the"(-electronconverter:primary
electronsproducedwithin the glass reachthe interior of the tubesfilled with
Xenon gas; secondaryelectronsfrom the ionization track left in Xenon by a
primaryelectrondrift within theXenonalongthe directionof an theelectricfield
applied parallel to the axis of the tubes and create scintillation light while
drifting; the scintillation photons are collectedby amorphoussilicon pixel
photodiodesat theendsofthetubes.
The structural characteristicsof eachprojectare presented,the physicsof
thedetectionprocessis studiedandtheperformancesof differentPET systemare
evaluatedby theoreticalcalculationand/orMonte Carlo Simulation (using the
EGS code)in this paper,whosetableofcontentscanbesummarizedasfollows:
- in Chapter2 a brief introductionto amorphoussilicondetectorsandsome
usefulequationis presented;
-in Chapter3 a Tantalum/AmorphousSiliconPET projectis studiedandthe
efficiencyof thesystemis studiedbyMonteCarloSimulation;
- in Chapter 4 two similar CsI/Amorphous Silicon PET projects are
presentedand their efficiencyand spatialresolutionare studiedby MonteCarlo
Simulation, light yield and time characteristicsof the scintillation light are
discussedfor different scintillators; someexperimentalresult on light yield
measurementsarepresented; ,
- in Chapter5 a Xenon!AmorphousSiliconPET is presented,thephysical
mechanismof scintillationin Xenonis explained,a theoreticalestimationof total
light yield in Xenonand theresultingefficiencyis discussedaltogetherwith some
considerationof thetimeresolutionof thesystem;
-in Chapter6 the amorphousiliconintegratedelectronicsis presented,total
noiseandtimeresolutionareevaluatedin eachofour applications;
-in Chapter7 the meritparameters£2/"('sare evaluatedandcomparedwith
otherPET systemsand conclusionsaredrawn.
- in Chapter8 a completereferencelist for Xenonscintillationlight physics





































Amorphous ilicon detectorsare presentlybeingdevelopedat LBL 1,2for a
wide rangeof applications,frommedicalphysicsto high energyphysics,because
of their ability to detectbothvisible andUV photonsand ionizingparticles.The
basicstructureof the devicesis a reversebiasedp-i-n multilayer,with thin (a few
hundrednm) p and n layers usedas blockingcontactsand a thick (1-50J.lm)i-
layer. Dangling bondsin the materialwork as traps for the chargesmovingin
the detectorand hydrogenatedamorphoussilicon (a-Si:H) is usedto reducethe
densityof danglingbonds;neverthelessdanglingbondsare responsiblefor defect
states in the conduction-valencygap (1.7-1.9eV) that reducethe lifetime of
charges.













Figure 2.1 : Ionizingparticletrackwithin a p-i-ndevice
of thicknessd.
2.1. TotalDepletionandBias
Under the applicationof a reversebias to the detectoran electricfield E is
createdwithin the silicon, ionizingpart of the danglingbondsand generatinga
uniformpositivechargedensityNd* within thedetectoritselfthataffectsthefield.
Using dE =L andimposingth~conditionthat thefield is larger than zero
dx EoE .
everywhere in the i-layer we can estimate the minimum bias Vmin to be used in
order to have complete depletion of the detector:
1 pd2 1 N~ed2V.=--=-mm
2 £0£ 2 £0£
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Nd* wasmeasured2 to be about 7. 1014cm-3 in goodquality hydrogenated
amorphoussilicon, and E is about 11.8.In Figure 2.2 the shape of the electricfield
E across the i-layer is shown, in cases of total and partial depletion. Since the i-
layer is slightly n-type the depletion is developedfrom the p-i junction; in case of
partial depletion the charges generated in the region close to the n-layer don't
contribute to the current, and this results in loss of signal in the detector.
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Figure2.2: Electricfield shape..acrossthei-layerin thedetector
asa functionof thedistancefromthep-i junction.
2.2. ChargeTransit Time
Mobility measurementof electronsandholes 2 in amorphoussiliconsample
diodesyieldanelectronmobility~ =1.1-1.4cm2Ns and a holemobility J.lh=0.003-
0.004 cm2Ns. Different definitions of transit time or collection time can be
Presentedfor electronsandholes,but in ourcalculationwewill use3 t =0.53d2 ,
c J.lV




[2]S. Qureshieta1.,IEEE Trans.Nucl.SciNS-36 ,p.194(1989).




A multilayerstructureof TantalumandAmorphousSilicon pixel detectors
is consideredhere in orderto detect511keY photonsfrom positronannihilation
for Positron Emission Tomographypurposes.Thin Tantalum (about 100~m)
layersplaythefunctionofphoton-electronconvertersanda-Si pixels(about50~m
thick and 2 mmin size)detectthe escapingelectronscorningout from the Ta. A
Monte Carlo Simulation is performedto calculatethe expectedefficiencyof a
single Ta-Si layer, and the total efficiency of a multilayer is extrapolated.
Considerationof the amorphoussilicon electronicsare discussedto evaluatethe
opportunityofconnectingin seriesor in parallelthea-Si detectors.
3.1.. Tantalumla-SiDetectors:a MonteCarlo Simulation
A Monte Carlo Simulation program BIGMAC (see Appendix) has been
developed.Positron annihilation photons of 511keY are consideredincident on the
detector;photons and electrons coming out from the interaction of photons in the
material are followed and transported using the standard EGS4 code; 100000
events were processedin eachrun .
3.1.1. Geometry
A simplegeometryhas beenconsidered:a pixel 2 mm size squaredetector
and a 2 mm.sizeTantalumconverteron the front end.This structureis doubled
(Ta-Si-Ta-Si) as shownin Figure 3.1in orderto considerthe energyreleasedin
eachdetectorfrom backscatteredparticlescomingfrom the followingTantalum
layer. The 511keY photonshit the centerof the 1st Tantalum converter,with
directionparallelto thenormalto theplaneofthedetector.The thicknessof thea-
Si detectoris 50Jlm (themaximumthat presentlywehavebeenableto deplete),




Figure3.1: DoubledeckTantalum/ a:Si sandwich.
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3.1.2. Photon InteractionandRangeofElectrons
The cross section of interaction for 511 keY photons in Tantalum 1 is about
cr=1.32 10-1cm2jg,with a ratio Compton:Photoelectricabout 1:1. If t is the
thicknessof the Tantalum layer it is easyto figure out the expectedinteraction
efficiencyfor p =16.6glcm3,1/A=crp=2.19cm-l. If Ioe-xlA.is theflux ofphotons
afterx cmin the Ta, n(x)is thenumberofphotonsthat haveinteractedfrom0 to




n(t)= 0 r e dx
andtheinteractionprobabilityEint=n(t)/Io is (1- e-UA.).
In Table 3.1valuesof Eint(th)estimatedin this way andEint(MC) from the
Monte Carlo simulation are reported(in pe-rcent)for the consideredt, with an




































Figure 3.2 : Calculated interaction efficiencyvs Tantalum thickness.
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In view of an increasing interaction efficiencyfor thicker converter,the
actual efficiency cannot increase in the sameway, because of the short range of
the electronsin Tantalum, that stopsmost of the electrons,preventing them from
beingdetected.The range3,4 of the 443keV photoelectronsof Tantalum ( Kedge
at 67 keV) is about 170 ~ , and is much less for the lower energy Compton
electrons.
3.1.3. ElectronTracksin theDetectorandEfficiency
In Figure 3.3an energyspectrumof the electronsenteringthe a-Si detector
(after 100~mTa) is shown;the photoelectricpeakis still visible,and the lack of
electronsat low energymeansthat whenelectronsare slowedto verylow energy,
theylosememoryof their originaldirection,andhardlygetoutof theTantalum.
Flqure 3.3:Ene~qy Qpec~~umof elec~ron8en~erlnq a-Sl
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In Figure 3.4 a histogram of the energydepositedby electronsin the detector
(for 100~mTa) is shown; since about 6 eV are neededto create an electron-hole
pair in amorphous silicon 2 (a current measurements at LBL are lowering this
number to about 4.8 eV) the charge signal histogram on the detector is easily
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The actual efficiencyE is obtainedas integral of the distribution N(n), where
n is the number of electron-pair pairs produced,from the noise threshold of about
500 electrons to infinite, divided by 100000total events. In our case we can
approximate:
f -N(n)dn f -N(n)dn500 0
E = 100000 - 100000
In Table 3.2 the values of Ein percent are presentedfor different t of
Tantalum,and areplottedin Figure 3.6 ; the efficiencyinitially increaseswith t,
due to the increaseof interactionefficiencyin the Tantalum, then it saturates
becauseof the limited probabilityfor electronsto escapefrom the metal,finally
slowly decreasesfor the attenuationof the thick Tantalum layer. A maximum
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Five runsweresubmittedto obtaina moreaccuratevalueofE:
5
-~ -a
:r;E =LEi (j' E= 4rAi=l y4
The numbersofdetectedparticlesin the5 runswere: 480,498,445,483,482,
from which we obtain a averageE=(0.48:t0.01)%.
3.1.4.. SpatialResolution
In order to estimatethe spatial resolutionof the systemwe evaluatethe
probabilitythat an electronproducedin a Tantalum2x2cm2pixelgetsout of the
correspondingdetector(wide angleelectrons);this probabilityis obviouslyvery
small, due to the very small ratio of the longitudinaldimension(50 Jlm) and
lateraldimension(2000Jlm) of the detector,andtothepreferredforwarddirection
of the electrons.A randomsimulationwasperformedto estimatethis probability,
generatingelectronsenteringthe detectorwith randomdirection,comingfrom a
randompointon thesurface:(8.6:t0.9)%of theelectronscameoutof thedetector,
hitting neighbordetectorsanddeterioratingthespatialresolution;this numberis
anywayover estimated,sincewe didn't considerthe forward directedangular






In orderto obtaina reasonabletotalefficiencyofat leasta fewpercentseveral
layersof Tantalum/Siliconmustbe stacked;definen, the total numberof double
TaiSi layers,Ethe efficiencyofa singlelayer, Ii the numberofphotonsthat enter
thei-th layer(lessthan10dueto absorption),Ni thenumberofphotonsdetectedin
the i-th detector; define Jl =JlTa +0.5 JlSi. Since l(x) =10e-J.lX, Ii =10e-Jlt(i-l).The
total number N of detectedphotons is the sum of the product E Ii and the total
efficiencyEtot
N 1~ 1~ ~ -~t(i-l)
E tot =I =I L Ni =I L Eli-l =E L e
0 0 i=1 0 i=1 i=1
where JlTa =LP =2.19 cm-l (L =1.3210-2cm2/g and p =16.6 g/cm3 );
where JlSi =LP =0.20cm-l (L =8.7510-2cm2/gandp=2.33g/cm3);




Each detectorcan be coupledto its ownamorphoussiliconelectronics,in a
singlepixel read-out;in orderto reducethe numberof channelsfew multi-pixel
read-outarchitecturesare presented.Since a multilayer detectorstructure is
proposedand eachlayer is of the orderof 100~, it is conveniento read as one
pixel all detectorsstackedwith the sameplanecoordinates,or at least to group
themin clusters.Each configurationwepresenthas its prosand contras,but are
possible,in anycase.
The total number of channels, noise and power dissipation are the
parametersto considerfor eachconfiguration:n is the numberof layers,NchOis
thenumberof channelsperlayer,Po is thepowerdissipationper surfaceunit and
No is the numberof noiseelectronsin a single detectorof capacitanceCD . As
discussedin detail in Chapter6, theminimumnoiselevelNnoiseis proportionalto
the squarerootof the detectorcapacitance,in the caseof goodmatchingbetween
totaldetectorcapacitanceC andamplifierinput capacitance(Cin:::: C).
mmTantalum.. Electronics[:J a-Si:Hdetector
HV ~ «<<<»: w ~» "w ~~,_">OO< m OO<X«<~..,.,.,. HV~.~X'%,:xf'::m.~>"X'::;:::::<'::::::::::::,:::,":':':::::':':::::::«':::,:::::::::::::,:::<::::::::'::::::::::.:::::::::.:::::1
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Figure 3.7 : a. Single pixel read-out,two basic elementsof the stack, n=2;b.
Double pixel read-out,one element,n=2.
A first solution is the simple single plane pixel read-out shown in Figure
3.7.a, in which the total structure is a stack of n basic elements consisting of a
. large Tantalum slab, a pixel detectorplane, an amorphoussilicon electronics
plane(eachamplifiercoupledto onedetector).The detectorcanbe biasedon one
sidebythehighvoltagedetectorbias( ::::1000V) ontheTantalumcommonslaband
groundedon the other endthroughthe electronics.A technologicalproblemin
this configurationand in someof the othersis that from eachelectronicsplane
singleoutputs from eachamplifiermust be extractedfrom the sides.The total
number of channel in this case is Neh =n NchO, the power per surface unit is P =
n Po, the noise is Nnoise::::const.-JC=const.-JCD=No.
A secondproposal in Figure 3.7.b connectstwo detectorlayers in parallel to
the same amplifier, reducing the number of channels by a factor two and
increasingthecapacitanceC by thesamefactor:Nch::; n/2 NchO, P ::;n/2 Po , Nnoise
~ const.-JC =const.~2~CD=~2No.
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Figure 3.8 : a. Parallel read-out, three basic elementsof the stack, n=3;b.
Series read-out, three elements,n=3.
A third solution is shown in Figure 3.8.a , in which the same multilayer
structure used in the single pixel read-out is used, but in this case all the
detectors piled up with the same plane coordinates are connectedin parallel to
only one amplifier. Since the total capacitanceis the sum of n CD the noise is very
high in this case: Neh =NehO , P =Po , Nnoise::::const.~C=const.~n~CD=~nNo.
The last proposal in Figure 3.8.b is a series connectionfor the detectors,with
Tantalum pixels working also as metal electrodesfor capacitors/detectors:in this
case a stack of alternate Tantalum/silicon cells is piled up on each pixel; detector
bias voltageis applied to oneend of the stack, the signal is fed to oneamplifier per
stack on the other side. A considerable reduction of the electronics noise is
expectedin this case,but very high bias needed(n times 1000V !) for each stack
and difficulties to obtain a good electric isolation between the high voltage
electrodes of neighboring stacks make this solution not reasonably feasible:Nch=
NchO , P =Po , Nnoise:::: const.~C=const.~CD/ ~n=No/~n.
3.3. Conclusions
As a result of Monte Carlo calculation an alternated structure of 100 !lm
Tantalum and 50 J.1ma-Si:H detector (2 mm pixel size) is proposed; 20 of these
doubledecklayers are neededin order to reacha total efficiencyof ( 7.8:t 0.2) % .
Different solutions for pixel read-out are considered in order to reduce the
large number of channels, as series or parallel connection of piled detectors to
only one amplifier, but noise consideration or high voltage isolation problems
make the single pixel read-out the less problematicsolution.
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4.. CsI ScintillationLight &AmorphousSiliconDetectorsfor PET
The use of Cesium Iodide (crystalline or polycrystalline) together with
amorphoussiliconpixel photodiodesis consideredfor PET applications:the high
Z andthe high densityof CsI guaranteea high interactionprobabilityfor 511keV
photonsfrom positron annihilation.CsI(Tl) or CsI(Na) or pure-CsI scintillators
produce a large number of visible photons that can easily be detectedby
amorphoussiliconpixelphotodiodes; an a-Si:H integratedelectronicsis deposited
on the detectoritself. The feasibilityof two architecturesis considered.A Monte
Carlo simulationbasedon EGS4 codeis usedto study the performancesof the
systems.
4.1. Thin CsI Layer: aMonteCarloSimulation
The Monte Carlo Simulationof theinteractionof 511keV photonsin Cesium
Iodide,and the trackingof theproducedelectronsis performedonthebaseof the
EGS4 code;10000eventswereconsideredin thesimulation.
A thin layer of CsI (1-2rom)maybe depositeddirectlyon the siliconpixel
array,avoidingany light couplingproblem. A fewpercent (5-100/0)efficiencyis
expected,but simplicity and compactnessof the mechanics make anyway
worthwhilean attemptto evaluatetheperformancesof thesystem.A MonteCarlo
simulationprogram(CHESBUR, seeAppendix) was developedin orderto study
performanceparameters of the detector (essentially efficiency and spatial
- resolution).
4.1.1. Geometry
The geometry shown in Figure 4.1 is very simple: °aCsI infinite slab with
variable thickness (1,2,3,5,10 mm), vacuum in the front end, and an array of
squaredpixels of 2 mm size and negligible thickness on the other end.
Cs I I ~~~~~~~~II ~~~~~~~r~~~ ~~I ~~I ~!~!~j ~III~~~~~~I~II~~!~I! !~!~~~~I~~~~~~~~~IrI I iII!~~ ~I ~I~ ~~I~I~III~! ~~~!!~1~~:~:!:~~~!~~!I!!~!::~I:~ ~:~!::~~::!::ji :::::!:!~::if
a-Si:H IIIIIIIIIIID IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIJIII) IIIIIIIIIIID IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIJIII) IIIIIIIIIIIII
Figure 4.1: CsI scintillationslabanda-Si pixeldetectors.
4.1.2. IncidentParticleProperties
Electron-positronannihilationphotonsof .511MeV areconsideredhitting the




For each charged particle (electrons from photoelectric interaction or
Comptonscattering)produced,the origin point, the end point and the released
energyare recorded.For eacheventthe programkeepstrack of the total energy






Figure 4.2 : Schematicdrawingof the"(-interactionin CsI slab.
4.1.4. Light Yield andPoint Source
For the sakeofsimplicityandfastercalculationweassumedthat all the light
producedby eachelectrontrack (fromthe generationpoint through the point
where the electron is discardedfor under-energy-cutoffreason or for out-of-
sensitive-regionreason)is comingfrom a point source,locatedalongthe track





Figure 4.3 : Electrontrackandscintillationphotonsin CsT.
The point of light emission is determinedby a weightedaverageof the
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As a result, we consider for each track N, a point source in <x(N»,
generatinga number of photonsrandomly directedequal to edep(N)(energy
releasedalongthe track)timesY (lightyield, in photonsperMeV); the light yield
valueY assumedis 50,000photonperMeV, quotedfor CsI(Tl) in Chapter4.3.1.
4.1.5. SolidAngleAlgorithmandDistributionofLight
For eachpoint sourceof visiblephotons,the light is distributedon detectors
of 2 mm size placedin an array 5 x 5 by a simplealgorithmANGALG basedon





a.Interactionefficiency tint' definedas the numberof y interactingdivided
by thenumberofeventsconsidered;obviouslyincreaseswith thethicknessof CsI.
a)
b.Eout, percentageof light outsideof the5 x 5 array considered(1 x 1 cm2),
givesa rough idea of the light loss and of the degradationof spatial resolution.
The thicker the CsI is, the larger is the light spread,from simple solid angle
considerations.
c.Theaveragenumberofphotonsin the centralpixel <N#l>andthe average
numberin the neighborone <N#2>;actually the histogramsfor the numberof
photons are far from having a peak, but the mean value is anyway a good
parameterto compare.Values of CsI thicknesscan be acceptedas long as the
ratio <N#2>/<N#1>remains reasonablysmall, i.e. the spatial resolutionis not
deterioratedtoomuch.









whereNi is theno.of photonsin i-detector-
ri is thepositionof thei-detector
The spatial resolutionR calculatedin this way has a surprisinggoodvalue
(fewhundredsof microns).
All theseresultsarelistedin Table4.1.
e.Theactualefficiency£ presented in Table 4.2, calculated considering only
the detectedeventswith a numberof photonsover a thresholdof 500photons
(numberofelectronholepairs of theassumedelectronicnoise) in the1stpixel:
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Table 4.1 :
Thick eint <N#1> <N#y Bout R
(mm) (%) (%) (m)
1 4.2:t.2 3818:t2850122:t239 29:t13 62:t200
2 7.9:1:.32705:t2550202:t297 39:1:1599:t260
3 12.O:t.31993:t2300233:t186 49:1:15159:t320
4 15.7:t.41425:t2000229:t255 42:t15 226:t375
5 18.7:t.41444:t1850217:t242 56:t15 285:t385




In Figure 4.4 the histogramsfor the numberof photonsin the centralpixel
for 1 romand 5 mm of CsI are presented;in Figure 4.5the efficiencyversusthe
CsI thicknessis plotted.
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Increasing the thicknessof the CsI for solid angle effectthe light is not
concentratedanymoreon the detectorpixel just facingthe incomingphoton,and
the light tends to be more equally distributed in a bunch of detectorpixels
degradingthe spatial resolution; in Figure 4.6the total numberof eventsabove
the threshold recordedin the central pixel #1 and the surrounding pixels is
plottedas a functionof the distancefromthe centerof interaction,locatedabove
pixel#1;the eventsin pixel#2arethe sumof the eventsin 9 detectorsaround#1,
eventsin pixel#3are the sum of the 25 pixelsall around.Data are presentedin
Table4.3.The resultsareplottedonlyfor CsI thicknessof 1,2,5mm. It is easyto
seethat the numberof detectedphotonsincreaseswith the thicknessof the CsI

































In orderto obtaina betterefficiencya multilayerstructurecanbeproposed;
two or more CsI/a-Si doubledeck layers can be considered,in analogyto the
Tantalum/a-Simultilayerstructureproposedin Chapter3. Disadvantagesin this
casearemultiplicationof numberof channels.The efficiencyis evaluatedherefor





wherethe numberofphotondistributionNScis the samefor bothscintillator,
apartofa chanceofscale(from50000photonlMeV to40000photon/MeV).
For a multilayer ( n layers) structure, in analogy to what we already
calculatedfor TaJa-Si, thetotalefficiencycanbeexpressed:
N I n I n n.I I I -J..Lt(1-1)E =- =- N.=- El. 1=E etot 1 I 1 I 1-
0 0 i=1 0 i=1 i=1
where Jl =LP =0.44cm-l for CsI andt =1mID.




Scintill ator Noise 1layer 2 layers 10layers
(electrons) Etot(%) Etot(%) Etot(%)
CsI(N a) 400 3.7:t0.2 7.2:t0.4 31.:t2.
CsI(N a) 8(X) 3.4:t0.2 6.7:t0.4 28.:t 2.
CsI(N a) 1200 3.1:t0.2 6.li: 0.4 26.:t 2.
CsI(T!) 5CO 3.7:t0.2 7.2:t0.4 31.:t 2.
CsI(T!) 1000 3.4:t 0.2 6.7:to.4 28.:t 2.
4.2. CsI Filled Glasstubesarrays:A Monte Carlo Simulation
In orderto'obtaina betterpositionresolutionan array of glasstubes(inner
diameterof the orderof 2 mm)filled with CsI is considered:the light producedby
electrons(photoelectricor Comptonelectronsfrom y interaction)in the CsI is
collimatedwithin the tubesby total or partial reflection(Figure 4.7); total and
partial reflectiondue to differentindexesof reflectionof CsI and glass we can
obtaina collimationof thelight ononeendof thetubesofabout20%(simulationby
REFLEX program,cfr. Appendix),using metal coatedtubes we can achievea
theoreticalcollimationof 50%,addinga reflectingcap on one end of the tubes
100%;the light is eventuallydetectedby an array of amorphoussiliconpixel of
aboutthe samesize than the diameterof the tubes(2 mm).A completeMonte
Carlo simulationis performedby theWHOPPER Programlistedin theAppendix.
511keV y
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Figure 4.7 : y interaction and photonreflections within the tubes.
4.2.1. Geometry
In the first stepof the simulationthegeometryis verysimple:a CsI infinite
slab with variable thickness (0.5,1,1.5,2em),vacuumon the front end,and an
arrayof squarepixelsof 2 mmsizeand negligiblethicknesson theotherend;the
effectof the glass is neglectedas will bejustified in the Appendixto the Monte
Carlo Calculationin this Chapter.
4.2.2. IncidentParticleParameters
Electron-positronannihilation photonsof .511MeV are consideredstriking
thedetectorat the samepoint(0,0),all of themwith a null anglewith thenormal
to thesurface.5000eventswereconsideredin thesimulation.
4.2.3. PhotonInteractionandProducedElectrons
For each charged particle (electrons from photoelectric interaction or
Compton scattering) produced, the origin point, the end point and the released
energy are recorded. For each event the program keeps track of the total energy
~
- ~-- - - -- -- u - - - - - -
released, the number (usually one, due to the thin detector), the energy and the
position of the track in the CsI.
4.2.4. Light Yield
At this point the array structure of the CsI/glass converter is considered; a
reasonable small array of tubes is considered ( 5 X 5 tubes of 2 mm diameter); for
simplicity columns with a square base matching amorphous silicon detectors on
one end are considered. Infinitely thin glass walls are assumed. For each track
the location of the origin and end point are determined; if they are both in the
same column, all the energy is released there, if they are located in two
neighboring columns, 2/3 of the energy is assumed to be released in the end point
column, 1/3 in the origin column. Energy loss in glass are neglected as will be
justified in the Appendix to the Monte Carlo Calculation at the end of this
Chapter. As a result, the total energy released in each region (or column) is
converted to the number of photons generated within the same region (or
col umn).
4.2.5. Light Detectionin a-Si Pixels
At this point an algorithm (ALGPHO) takes care of the distribution of the
light produced in each column on the detector that directly matches it and on the
surrounding detectors. Three different cases are showed, depending on the type of
system chosen in building the CsI tubes arrays:
1. metallic coating on the whole tube, but not on the end facing the detector:
100 % of the light is detected in the facing pixel, nothing outside;
2. metallic coating on the walls of the tubes: 50 % of the light on the facing
pixel, nothing outside;
3. no coating: 20 % of the light on the facing pixel, negligible light outside.
From these parameters it is easy to foresee a good spatial resolution: in all
the three cases only the facing pixel can receive enough light to detect the track.
In Figure 4.9 the histograms of the number of photons detected in the central
pixel #1 are presented for different light collection efficiency (20 %, 50 %, 100 %),
for tubes array 5 nun, 10 mm, 15 mm and 20 nun thick. It is interesting to stress
that most of the events are concentrated in a peak with several thousands of
photons, much higher than a reasonable noise level.
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The interactionprobability (numberof 511 keY photonsinteractingin the
CsI) is studiedandpresentedin Table4.5asa functionof thethicknessof CsI; an
increasing efficiencyis obtained as the thickness increases,and the thicker















The actual efficiency is obtained considering only the events above a
thresholdof 500electrons(electronicnoiseof theamplifier):
f -N(n) dnt= .m
5000 wheren isno.of photonsandN(ll) is thedistribution
In table4.6 thevalueof theactualefficiencyE is presentedas a function of
















Figure4.10: Efficiencyasa functionofCsI Thicknessfor differentopticalcoupling
configurations
In the caseof completelight collection(100%) the efficiencyis evaluatedhere
for different light yield CsI, Na-doped and Tl-doped, for variable electron noise





where the distribution NSc of the numberof photons is the samefor both
scintillators, apart from a changeof scale (from 50000photonlMeV to 40000
photon/MeV).

















Scintillator Noise E (5 mm) E (10 mm)
(electrons) (%) (%)
CsI(N a) 400 17.8:t0.6 33.0:t0.8
CsI(N a) 800 17.5:t0.6 32.2:t0.8
CsI(Na) 1200 17.0:t0.6 31.6:t0.8
CsI(Tl) 500 17.8:t0.6 33.0:t0.8
Csl(Tl) 1000 17.5:t0.6 32.2:t0.8
Initial Testof CsIJAmorphousSilicon Detectors4.3.
4.3.1. CsI Scintillation Light Yield
The photonyield perMeV of CsI is a criticalparameterfor the feasibilityof
this PET project. If we assumea QuantumEfficiency of a-Si:H photodiodeas
equalto 100% for sakeof simplicity(80% couldbemorereasonablevaluein the
range300nm - 700runconsidered,evenif wehavegoodopticalcouplingbetween
CsI and a-SDthenumberof photonsperMeV is equalto the numberof electron-
holepairs per MeV in the detector,thereforeit is directlyrelatedto the signalon
thedetector.Becauseof the high noiseof this largearea(2x 2 mm2)detectorsthe
Signal to Noiseratio is criticallydependenton the light yieldof the CsI. The light
yield is stronglydependenton typeof dopantin the CsI crystal,andliteratureis
not consistenton the actualexperimentalvaluefor the light yield. In generalthe
light yield is slightly dependenton the dopantconcentrationabove1 % in weight
4,5. EssentiallyCsI(Tl),CsI(Na),andpureCsI areconsidered.
In Table 4.8 the characteristicsof the emissionspectrumfor eachscintillator
arepresented4,6.
Table4.8:
* Emissionintensityreducedto 10%of thepeakvalue.
In Table 4.9 some experimental values of scintillation light yield are
presented;data were taken by the authors using Silicon PhotoDiodes(PD) or
PhotoMultiplierTubes(PMT), and are correctedby the QuantumEfficiency(QE)
of thedeviceat theemissionwavelengthof thescintil1ator.
Table4.9:
* The raw datapublishedbytheauthorareherecorrectedusingtheQE of thePD;
** Only fast component.
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Crystal I DecayTime Wavelength Wavelength
(ns) Peak Range*
(nm) (nm)
CsI(TI) roJ 550 420-700
Cs(Na) 500 4a) 350-550
CsI(pure) fast 10 310 280-350
CsI(pure)slow 500-3000 480-600
Crystal Holl Sakai 8 Sakai 8 Grassmann Kubota6&
et al.7 et al. 4,9 Bebek10
I PD PD* PMT PD PMT
CsI(TI) 51800 51300 56000 45000
CsI(Na) 38500 41800 43000 12200
CsI(pure) 16800 2000**
Due to thehighlight yieldrequiredbyourhighlevelofnoiseonlyCsI(T!)and
CsI(Na) canbeconsideredsuitablefor ourproposal;actuallyin the simulationwe
used the CsI(Tl) light yield of 50000photons/MeV (a reasonablevalue from the
literature).
For timeresolutionconsiderationsthepureCsI fast component(about10ns)
is veryattractive,but the verylow light yieldandthereforethe smallefficiencyof
the detectormakethis choiceunsuitable.
4.3.2. First ExperimentalData
Tests of CsI(Na) depositionon glass substratesis presentlyin progressat
LBL and the light yield of differentsamplesis beingmeasuredas a first step
towarddepositionon the a-Si:H detectoritself.Depositionis madeby evaporation
of CsI(Na) (1 % in weightof NaI) onglass substrate.In orderto have a better
collimationof the scintillation light within the CsI layer (avoidingthe lateral
spreadof the light and the collimationonjust onpixel detector)amicrocolumnar
structure 11,12,13with columndiameterof 50+100Jlm in the CsI layer is
researched;for this purposedepositionrate, substratetemperatureand cooling
ratearevaried.Our samplesare 1 inchdiametercircularCsI(Na) layers, 100-200
Jlm thick, on a 800 JlID glass substrate,obtainedat a depositionrate of 5-10
Jlmlmin,substratetemperaturerangingfrom 100°C to 200°C, coolingrate from
100°C/hto200°C/h.
The light yieldproducedby a 249Cfsource(5.8MeV a-particle)in thesamples
wasmeasuredby a HamamatsuPIN SiliconPhotodiodeS 1723-04,operatingat a
reversedbias of30V, with a measurednoiseofabout1000electrons.The rangeof
the spectralresponseis 320+1060nm, with a peak wavelengthof 900 nm; the
QuantumEfficiencyat 540nm is 70 %. A pre-amplifierand a shapingamplifier
with a 6.4 JlS peakingtime were u~ed,and the output fed into a Pulse Height
Analyzer.In Figure 4.13a typicalPulse Heightspectrumis presented.
The light yieldY of the samplewas derivedfrom the peakvalueNein the
spectrumaccordingto
Ne=EdepY n QE
whereEdepis thedepositedenergy,EdepY is thenumberofphotonsproduced,
Q is the fraction of solid anglecoveredby the photodiode,QE is the photodiode
QuantumEfficiencyat 540nm.AverageNeabout25000electronswasobtainedin
our samples, with a maximum value of 33000 electrons. For QE ~ 0.70, Q ~ 0.5,
Edep:::5.8 MeV, we obtainan averagelight yield Y of 12300photon/MeV and a
maximum value of 16300 photon/MeV. The factor 2+3 missing in our
experimentalresultscouldbedueto opticalreasons:badopticalcouplingbetween
CsI and photodiodethat can cause a large amount of backscatteringon the
surfaceand the oftenirregularpolycrystallinestructureof CsI layer that scatters
light in all directions.
In order to improve the optical couplingbetweenCsI layer and the a:Si
pixels,depositionof CsI(Na) directlyonan a:Si substrateis to bepreferred,anda





Two structurehavebeenstudied: CsI/a-Si:HmultilayersandCsI filledglass
tubes.The tubesstructureis technologicallymorefeasiblesinceonlyonedetector
layer is required and only one electronicsplane and it has excellentspatial
resolutiondueto theintrinsic collimationpropertyof tubes.In ordertoreducethe




4.5.1. Distribution ofLight on thePixels:ANGALG
The definitionsof Q ande usedin orderto calculatethe distributionof light














e = 2 (<p- 'J.I+1t)
if <p<0
Q =2It (1- ern8)




Since the CsI in contained in glass tubes of finite dimension one has to
evaluate 1,2the effect of the glass in the interaction of photons of 511 keY and its
stopping power for electrons freed by photon interaction. Weare considering a
light glass (2.5 glcm3density, essentially Si02), and thin wall (about50 Jlm).
I.Photon interactionin glass1:
We can considerthe effectivemassabsorbingcoefficientJlPeffobtainedby
addingtheJlP ofglassandCsTweightedby theirvolumeratios:
- Vglass V CsI
JlP eff- T JlPglass+V JlP Cs)tot tot
Estimating JlPglass :
J.lpglass=NSi aSi+No ao= N (aSi+2ao) ,
where N=p/Mol = p/(ASi+2Ao)Mp and Mp=1.67 10-27kg
where aSi =4.08barn/atom
whereao =2.32barn/atom
J.lpglass=0.025 cm-1 (A.=1/J.lpglass =40.cm)
EstimatingJlPCsl:
J.lPCsI=Ncs acs+N, a,=N (acs+a,) ,
where N=p/Mol=p/(Acs+A,)Mp
where acs =21.6 barn/atom
wherea, =20.3 barn/atom
J.lPCsI= 0.44 cm-1 (A.=1/J.lpglass =2.27 cm )
since JlPglass/JlPcsl =.054,wecan.approximate:
V CsI
JlP eff:::::V JlP Cs)tot





2.Range of electronsin glass 2,3:
The electron producedby photoelectricinteraction in CsI (about 50%)are 480
keV electrons (K-edges of Cs and I are about 35 keV), and the Compton electrons
have a continuous spectrum. A rough estimation of the range R for the 480 keY
electrons can be obtained weighing the range R in Si (.2 g/cm2) and 0 (.19g/cm2)
by the molar ratio w (1/3and 2/3):
:?i)
2 2 2





Therefore the glass walls (50Jlm)are almost
electrons.
transparentfor most of the
4.5.3. TotalandPartialReflectionofLight in Tubes
Ifn visiblephotonsaregeneratedwithin thetubestheyhavea probabilityP of
beingreflected dependingon their angle'l' with the normalto the surfaceof the
walls (Fresnel Law); part of the photonsundergototal reflection(sin'VnCsI>
nglass),part partial reflection.
In the first case:
f . <nglass P _1 R(~~ )
M(-a,<p,r,z)
or Sill'V- - If, <p,n
nCsI 2 ..
In the secondcase:
. 11 1 1
for sin'V 2:: g ass P =--
I1CsI 2 .
where P is the probability for a photon generatedin (r,z) with direction (i},<p)
to reach the detector on one end of the tube, R is the probability to be reflected
within the tube, M is the number of reflections before emerging out of the tube,
n=nglas/nCsI (for a definition of R and M see program REFLEX, Appendix ). In
our casenglass::: 1.6(lightglass,visiblephotons),nCsI:::1.8(for560run),n =.89.
We calculated the averageprobability <P>generating1000photons randomly
within a tube,andrandomlydirected:<P>::: .20,almostconstantin therangeofz
== 1+2cm,r :::.5+1nun;almostall thesephotonsare dueto total reflection.In the
caseof coatingof thewall ofthe tubes<P>:::.50,with reflecting caps on the other
sideof thetubes<P>::: 1.
4.5.4. ParallaxConsiderations
In orderto studytheeffectsonspatialresolutiondueto a thick CsI converter
(parallax error) wasconsideredthe caseof 511keV photonsincidentwith a 10°




Figure 4.12: 'Ypath.throughthetubesarrayin caseofdirectionnotparallel
totheaxisofthetubes.
The number of eventsdetectedin eachtubesmust be proportionalto the
attenuationof the photonbeam 1 - e-J.lPx,wherex is thetrack in eachtube.For
our values(tubelength 10mm,tuberadius 1nun,photongeneratedat oneendof
tube#1ontheaxisofthetubewith anglei}=10°),
1- e-J,lpx(#l)=.2239and 1- e-J,lpx(#2)=.1366, andtheirexpectedratiois .61.
From theMonteCarloSimulation(in thecaseof 100%light collection):
The ratio events#2/events#1:::: 0.63, is in agreementwith what we were
expecting.This number is still acceptablebut in absenceof any correction
algorithmfor parallax error the detectorthicknessshouldnot exceed10 mmin
ordernot to deterioratethespatialresolutioh.
For 5 mm of thicknessand an openingof 10° almost all the eventsare
detectedin the pixel#1,as showedin thefollowingtable:
A ratio events#2/events#1:::: 0.03 was obtainedfor 5 nun thickness,which is a
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5. XenonScintillationLight &AmorphousSiliconDetectorsfor PET
In this chapter the feasibility of a PET using Xe scintillation light is
evaluated.Due to the low interaction probability for 511 keV-yrays in Xe at
pressuresof few atmospheres,the gasis associatedto a high Z andhigh density
leadglass(70+80%PbO, 5+6g cm-3density),workingas a converterfor photons.
The proposedgeometryis a leadglassarray of smalltubes(1+2 mmdiameter,1
emlong) immersedin a gas atmosphere;unlike the CsI-glass array project,in
which CsI was both y/electronconverterand scintillator, and the tubes walls
wherejust opticalcollimatorsfor visiblephotons,in this casethe leadglasstubes
walls are y/electronconvertersand optical collimators,while the gas is the
scintillator.
y-raysinteractin the glasswalls producingprimaryelectrons(mostof them
photoelectricelectrons);part of them reach the gas region within the tubes,
leavingan ionizationtrack of secondaryelectrons,that are driftedalongthe axis
of the tubesby an electricfield E dueto a bias appliedbetweenthe endsof the
tubes.During their drift, electronsproducesUV scintillationlight in Xe, that is
reflectedby a coatingon the walls of the tubesand collimatedtowardoneendof
the tubewhereamorphoussilicondetectorsareplaced.
Detectorpixel size of 2mmis assumed,small enoughto allow a goodspatial
resolution, but large enough to avoid an excessivenumber of electronics
channels.The detect()rthicknessis chosento be 25 Jlm, althougha .fewmicrons
are sufficientto detectall the UV photons,in orderto reducethe capacityof the
large detector.
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Figure 5.0 : Gammainteractionin Xenonfilled leadglasstubesarray.
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5.1. Mech~nl~ of Scintillationin Xenon
The scintillation light producedby electronsdrifting in Xe (or rare gasesin
general)has beenextensivelystudiedboth experimentallyand theoretically(see
Appendix for references): typical emission spectra present sharp atomic
resonance lines (essentially transitions 3Pl ~ ISO and IPI ~ ISO in Xe atoms) and
two broad bands named I continuum (peak at 1490A) and II continuum (peak at
1770A.) that are due to decayof unstable Xe2 molecules. It is known 1,2that for
reasonably high pressures (definitely 2 for pressures higher than 100 Torr) the



















Figure 5.1 : Potentialcurvesfor lowerexcitedstatesofXenonmolecule.
The two continua correspondto transitions from the excited states 3Lu and
lLu (energetically hardly separated 3) to the repulsive ground state lLg of the Xe2
molecule: the I continuum is attributed1 to transition from the vibrationally
excited states 3,ILuv to the ground state 1Lg and the II continuum to transition
from the vibrationally relaxed levels 3,1Luv=Oto the same ground state lLg . Since
high pressures ease non-radiative collision decay of the vibrationally excited
41
states to vibrationally relaxed states 3,ILuv~3,ILu v=O,for pressures of the order of
atmosphericpressurethe I continuumis no longervisible3 .
IS 0
y . . . lL+g
Figure 5.2: Kinetic modelfor productionofXe scintillationlight.
In Figure 5.2 is shown the kinetic model 4 for the production of Xe
scintillation light (only the vibrationally relaxed 3,ILuv=Ostates are considered
here) :
excitation due to collision with drifting electronspopulates at the samerate
the two levels 3Pl and 3P2,
'tl ,1:2 are time constants for radiative decaysof two Xe2 excited levels 3,lLu,
energetically practically unresolved(1:1;:; 5 ns, 1:2;:; 100ns),
't3is a time constantfor the radiative decayofXe excitedatom 3Pl ~ 180 (1/1:3
=1.510ssee-I),
R4 is the rate for a collision induced (otherwise forbidden) radiative decayof
3P2 (two body process, ~ =71 sec-IToml) ,
Rs and R6 are the rates for collision induced transition between the two
excitedstates 3P2 and 3Pl ofXe atom (twobodyprocess,Rs =9.1 103sec-lTorr-l, R6
=49 sec-ITorr-I),
RI is the rate for the formation ofaXe2(ILu) molecule from3Pl (three body
process): Xe(3p1)+2 Xe( 180)~ Xe2(lLu)+Xe( 180), Rl =46sec-ITorr-2,
R2 is the rate for the formation ofaXe2(3Lu) molecule from3P2 (three body
process): Xe(3P2)+2 Xe( ISO)~ Xe2(3:Eu)+Xe( 180),R2 =40 sec-ITorr-2.
For pressures p of a few hundred Torr the three body processes are























Figure 5.3 : Approximated kinetic model for production of Xe scintillation
light.
As a result, the second continuum of Xe scintillation light has two
components of about the same intensity, with decay times of 5 ns and 100 ns.
5.2. Light Yield andDrift Field
Experimental Background5.2.1.
Two completeexperimentsreportedin the literature are the basis for the
calculation.Conde5 andNgoc6bothfounda linear relationshipbetweenreduced
light yield ~dn
I
(number of photons generated per unit of drift length - in this
p dx0
E
caseit is a constantin x - and unit of pressure)and reducedelectricfield -
. P
(electric field divided by pressure);both verified that at a high reducedfield (about
5-6 Vcm-lTorr-l for Ngoc, 6+7Vcm-lTorr-I) multiplication begins to occur and
linearity fails. Conde. used 8.1 MeV a-particles, Ngoc different sources of y-rays;
both measured the total light yield and divided it by the number of primary
electronsgeneratedby ionization in Xenon (energyof the particle divided by 21 eV,
the average ionization energy for Xenon). We present both, remarking that the
slopes of the two straight lines differs for a factor 14. The units are V/cm for
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In Figure 5.4Conde'sexperimentaldataare presented.
5.2..2. EfficiencyandLight Yield
Due to their short range in heavy lead glass, primary electronshave a
limited probabilityfor escapingthe glass andreachingthe gas within the tubes:
this contributes to iower the efficiencyof the systemthat is not simply the
interactionefficiencyoftheglassitself.TheresultingcompositeprobabilityEehas
beenevaluatedby MonteCarloSimulationMethodsfor similar PET 7,for 511keY
photonsincidentinto a 1 emthick array of heavyleadglasstubes.The efficiency
decreaseswith the diameterof the tubes(for a fixed optimizedouterdiameter/
inner diameterratio of 1.2),as a power0 of the diameterD with 8 <1.The total
efficiencyEe to producean electronthat can reachthe inside of the gasregionis
about2.5 % for 2 mmdiameterbut if wecoverthe 2 mm size pixel areawith a
cluster of smaller tubesfor instanceof 0.6 mm diameterwe can obtain a Ee of
7.5%. Note that smallertubesarenot technologicallyandcostconvenient.
Electronsleaveionizationtracksin thegasandstopon the walls of the tube
becauseof the short range of electronsin heavy glass. The averagetrack of
electronswithin the gasin a tubeis aboutD, the diameterof thetubeitself, and
the numberof secondaryionizationelectronsper track lleptis proportionalto the
pressure: n =350LD (whereD is in emandp in Torr).
cpt 760
For smallerdiametertubesmorey-rayshavetrackswithin the gas,but less
UV photonsfor eacheventare availablefor the detector,sincethe scintillation
light is producedby drifting secondaryelectronsand is then proportionalto nept,
i.e. it can actually result in a lower total efficiencyof the system,unlessevena
weakmultiplicationofthe driftingelectronsis obtained.










Because of the low interaction efficiency for y-rays the distribution of
electronsenteringthe gasregion(andleavinga track) is flat alongthe z axis of
do
l
we can use one of the experimental
dxo
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the tube, and if 10is the intensity of "(-raythis distribution can be expressed as
dNe(z) = EeIO.
dz Zo
An event is considered detectedonly if the number of photons Nph(Xd)that
reach the a-Si detector is larger than the electron noise Nnoise; we can definea
minimum drift length Zminbelow which the event is considered lost from
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For Zo= 1 em,D =2 mm, Nt=O.0921pdn
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- N1is the numberofphotonsproducedby an electrontrackpercentimeterof
drift.
p:lo=(a:-b}Z=(a:-b)(:fEZ hasa maximumfor :=2: andchosen
the reducedvalue according to this maximum we obtain the correspondingvalues
for N1, plotted in Figure 5.5 :
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Figure 5.5 : Numberof photonsproducedfor eachelectronictrackin Xenon
after1cmofdrift.
For a noise level of about 1000electronsthe plateau value (for a 2 mm
diametertube)of t ==te can be reachedfor E/p == 8 kV/cm in Conde's scheme,and
E/p ==3 kV in Ngoc's.
In bothNgoc's andConde'sexperimentsthe appliedreducedfield wassmall
enough to avoid multiplication and long dead times that follow. In order to
amplifythe signala small degreeof multiplicationcanbe considered,in the order
of 10,easyto achieveat slightlyhigherfields.No completeexperimentalevidence
has beenfound to supportthe possibilityof a finely controlledmultiplicationfor
electronsin Xenon,but it canbethesubjectof a possibleexperimentalresearch.
5.3. ElectronDrift andDrift Time
A completestudyof electrondrift velocityin pureXe in our rangeof reduced
field (1+15V/cmTorr) is not availablein the literature,but Vdshouldbe8in the
range 0.1+1.cmlJ,1s; most of the author 8,9 measured 0.15 cm/J,1sbelow 1
V/cmTorr, Charpak 10 measured0.73cm/J,1sat 13V/cmToIT.Slight additionsof
quenchinggas (N2 , CO2)canimprovethe drift velocitybut generallyreducethe
light yield; a compromiseshouldbe foundin orderto optimizethe productdrift
velocity -light yield. In Table 5.1a brief summaryof experimentsarepresented,
showing the quantity of added gas, the factor of gain in drift velocity, the
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As a conclusion,wecanassumein thebestcasea Vdof about1 cm/Ilswith no
light loss,that for 1emofdrift lengthcorrespondstoa drift timeof 1 !ls.
5.4. Conclusions
Although a generalagreementis achievedon the theoreticalexplanationof
the scintillation mechanismof Xenon in presenceof drifting electronsand the
experimentalreferencesagreeon the generallinear trendof the light yield as a
functionof thereduceddrift field,the numericalvaluesof the light yieldobtained
from the experimentscan be differentby an orderof magnitude,leavinga wide
indeterminationfor an accuratecalculationof the performancesof our proposed
system.Nonetheless,sincetheefficiencyupperlimit for the systemis determined
by geometricaland materialparametersof theglassstructure,this plateaulimit
canbereachedtuningthelight yieldbyvaryingthereducedfield E/p in therange
of 1+15V/cmTorr,evenusinga weakelectronmultiplicationif needed.
On the otherhand the drift velocityof electronsin pure Xenon is verylow
(about 0.1 cm/Ils), but small percentagesof quenchinggas can increase the
velocityof 1orderofmagnitude(about1.0cm/Ils);alsoin this casetheliteratureis
convergentin the generaltrendbut in disagreementon thenumbers.
As a resultwecanreasonablyassumethat an optimalefficiencyof 7.5% and
a maximumdrift timeof 1 !lScouldbeobtained(for 1 emlong,0.6mmdiameter,
tubes).
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Quenching driftvelocity light loss field range Author
gas gain factor (%) V/cmTorr
1.0%N2 ? ro ::;2 Takahoshi14
1.5%N2 3.5 10 ? Iqbal11
1.5%N2 2 ro 0.2+0.5 Alichanian13
1.5%N2 3.5 ? 0.5+1.3 Alichanian13
10.0%N2 2 ? 0+13 Charpak10
1.0%CO2 10 a> 0.4 Sadoulet12
1.0%CO2 ? ro ? Iqbal11
1.2%CO2 10 ? ::;1
-.
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Amorphoussilicon can be used to build an integratedelectronicsarray on
the detectoritself, reducingstray capacityandnoise;comparedto crystalsilicon
electronics,amorphoussilicon electron~cspresentssomedisadvantagessuch as
lower frequencylimit, larger noiseand loweramplification,andadvantagessuch
asbetterradiationresistanceandlow cost.
A simple amorphous silicon electronics array has been projected for
amorphoussilicondetectorsapplicationandprototypesare presentlyunderstudy
at LBL and Xerox; in Figure 6.1 the electronicsschemeis shownas proposed;





Figure 6.1 : Amorphoussiliconintegratedelectronicsscheme.
The QGl and QG2 FETs arethe a~tualamplificationstageswith gain G1and
G2, while Qo is a bare output stage and QF is a source follower configuration
meant to work as a buffer betweenthe two stage.
6.2. ShapingTime
The charge signal from the amorphous silicon detector is processedthrough
several stages that are schematically shown in Figure 6.2 : from the charge
signal Q(t) whose characteristic time 'tois due to the dominant slower physical
phenomenon (transit time of charge in thick silicon detectors, scintillation decay
time in scintillation detector system, electron drift time in Xenon), to an input






















0Figure 6.2 : Analogelectronicsscheme.
Q(t)canbeexpressedasQoe-tito,
In order to study the output signal we moveinto t~eLaplace space:the
current coming in the detectoris I(s)= Qo ;
1+s'to
at different stagesas:
Vi(S) = Qo 1
1+s'tosCoot
we can express the voltage signal
A A A A
V2(s) =G(s)Vi ==Go Vi
A A A
Vo(S)=GRc(s)GOVi
In the time domain,Vin is a quasi-steppulse of height Qo and a rise time 'to
Coot
as shownin Figure 6.3.
ro
. .. .
1 j v. ==Qo/ctot,
i i i i~ ~
0 2 4 6 8 10 tIt
0
Figure 6.3: Input Voltageasa functionof time.
G(s)is in generala functionofs with somepolein lI'tG,butif theamplifieris
fast enough, i.e. 'tG~'toand 'tG~ 'tRC , the transfer function can be approximated
to a constantGo,andtheoutputofG hasthesamesteppulseamplifiedby a factor
Go.




( ) - S'tRCRC S -
(1 + S'tRC)2
Therefore the output voltage signal is :
Vo(s)=Go Qo 1 1 S'tRC
Ctot1+s'tos (1+S'tRC)
The choiceOf'tRCis critical in our system:sinceit is directlyrelatedto the
timeresolutionof thetomograph,a short'tRCwouldbebetter,but if'tRC is chosen
too small comparedto 'topart of the chargeis not collectedand we lose signal
amplitude:in fact,if'tRc « 'to then the output is
Vo(s) ==Go Qo 'tHC
Ctot 1+s'to
In thetimedomainthis is a decreasingexponentialdepressedby a factor'tRC
/'to;in other words the signal is differentiatedbeforea completecollectionof
charge.
The conditionthat mustbe chosenis 'to~'tRC: in this casethe outputsignal
IS:
Vo(s) ==GQo 'tRC
CD (] + S'tRC)




0 2 4 6 8 10 tI~c
Figure6.4: OutputVoltageasa functionof time.
The peakingtimeof this signalin Figure6.4is approximately'tRC(alsocalled
the shapingtime), that is also an approximationvalue for the pulsewidth of the
outputsignalfedinto thecoincidencesystem,andthe coincidencetime is thetime
resolutionof the system.In our case'tois less than 1 JlS,and wewill choose'tRC
larger than 'toor of the sameorderofmagnitudeas 'to, in orderto collectahnost
all the chargewhile maintainingthe timeresolutionwithin reasonablevalues.In
thefollowingcalculationswewill assumethat thecondition'to~'tRCis satisfied.
6.3. Noise
Detectorand amplifiersare both sourceof electronicnoise, and a general
presentationof the differentsourcesof noiseis showedin Figure 6.5 ; a simple
evaluationof the contributionsto the ENC2 (equivalentnoisechargein electrons










The current sourcesare electronnoisesourcesin the detector,the voltage
sourcesare electron current noise sourcesin the output of the first stageof
amplifier G, transferred in input in the equivalent description presentedin
Figure 6.5. In detail the noisesourcescanbe expressed3in the frequencyspace
as:
i~o=2qIo Shotnoisein thedetector
i~o=Kl I; Flicker noisein thedetectorf





V~=KTFT! Flicker noisein TFT
Cin f
Thermalnoisein TFT
where ID is the leakage current in the detector,Cin is the input capacitance
of thefirst TFT , K areconstants. .
Sincetheoutputnoisevoltagegeneratedby 1electronofchargeq at theinput
is VoCe)==~G! =~ G (lie is the amplification of GRC at the peaking time 'tRC),
Ctot e C~ e
we candefinein generalthe numberof equivalentnoiseelectronsat the input N
as the ratio N2=Y~ut(~oise), wherey2(noise)is the averageoverall thefrequencies.
v0(e) out














J 2 j~IGRl dfyo(e) qG 0 ISCtotl q 0 ISCtotl
2 0)2't2
where s=iO)and co=2TCfand IGRd\CO)=/GRc(S)/= 2RC2.1+co'tRC
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In our caseonlythreeof the six noisesourcearerelevantandin Table6.1we
present the averageequivalent noise electronsin input calculated from the
integralsabove.
Table6.1:
where ID =0.5 10-88(mm2)A,8=4mm2,gm=3.1 10-6AN,KTFT =1.310-21C2/F,
and Ctot= CD + Cin (for CF small enough); its easy to see that the noise is
minimum when the input capacitanceis equal to the detectorcapacitance,then,





where CD is in pF and 'tRC isin J..lS.The part of the noise which is linear with
shaping time 'tRCis generally called step noise, and the part proportional to IltRc ",
delta noise.The totalnoiseis expressedby
N2=0.230.10~'tRC+0.512.10~C~+1.5.10~CD
'tRC
The minimum of N2 as a function Of'tRCis for 'tRC=1.5 CD J..ls.
In orderto havea reasonablevalueof noiseand a reasonablyshort shaping
time'tRc thethecapacitanceof thedetectormustbekeeplow,lessthan 1pF. Ifwe
build a pixel detectorof 2 mmsize,25 or 50 J..lIDthick and applythe bias by two
parallel plate electrodesthe capacitanceis too large; a different shapes of
electrodesmustbe used,with less capacitance,suchas interdigitatedelectrodes,
in orderto reduceby a factora the capacitanceCplateof a parallel platecapacitor
EoE~.Collecting electrodesof the same shapes as used in wire chambers 4 couldd
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Source of Noise Spectrum in Frequency Average Equivalent
Domain Noise in Time Domain
Shot Noise in the iD =2qID 2 - e2ID
Detector NSD- --'tRC
q 4
Thermal Noise in the 2 8kT
N2 =e2 kT C2TFr v =-IT 10' IT 2 '" tot
-'bm q .Jgm 'tRC
Flicker Noise in the 2 KTFT1
N2 = KTFTCotTFT v ---
Ff - C. f
Ff q2 2 CinU1
bechosen,or a plateononesideandwire-likeelectrodesonthe otherside;in this
casetheratio a (CdCplate) canbeexpressedas:
1






whered is thethicknessof thedetector,s is thespacingdistancebetweentwo
wire-like metallicstripsanda is theradiusof thestrips.If weusesid:::::10andsla




whered is in ~ andCDin pF.






ShapingTime andEfficiency for Ta/a-SiPET
In the caseof chargedparticles(electrons)passingthrougha thick (50 J.lm)
a-Si detector one half of the signal is due to the electron current in the
semiconductor,the otherhalf to the holecurrent.Thesetwo physicalphenomena
have two different times 'to, where 'tois the transit time teof chargesin the
0.53d2
detector, that for fully depletedlayers can be expressed5 as t = s, where d
. c J.lV
is the thicknessof thedetector,J.lthemobility(J.le=1.2cm2Ns, J.lh=0.004cm2Ns),
V the appliedbias.For a 50 JlIIl thick layerandappliedbias of 1500V, te(e)=7.4
ns and teCh)= 2.2 Jls.It turns out that if we choosea shaping time 'tRC large
enoughto collectall the electrons,but small comparedto the transit time for the
holes,wewouldcollecthalf of thesignal,but havea discretetimeresolution.







wherep is the ionizeddanglingbonddensity,measured7tobe7. 1014cm-3, ESi
is 11.8,d is 50JlID;Vcturns out tobe1340V. A bias slightlylargerthanVeshould
be enoughto fully depletethe detector.The signal due to a minimumionizing
particle passing through the detector(chargeuniformly distributed along the
track)was computersimulatedin orderto evaluatethe suitablevoltageto apply,
abovethis thresholdVc.
In Figure 6.6.athe equivalentinput current is presentedas a functionof
timefor differentvaluesof theappliedvoltage,with a RC shapingtime 100ns. It-
is shown that the signal height at the peakingtime is already saturatedat a
voltage1500V, Le. 30V/J.lm.It canbeseenthat the heightof the signalis half of
thesteptestpulse(equivalento thetotalchargecollectedin a veryshortw~ile,as
if the mobility of both electronsand holes were infinite); in 100 ns just the
electronsare collected.In Figure 6.6.bthe samegraph is shownfor a shaping
time of 2 J.ls,with almostthe samesaturationat 1500V; now thesignalis 2/3of
the total charge,sincepart of the holesare collectedin 2 J.ls.As a result we can
apply a field of 30 V/Jlm to our detector,reachinga goodsaturation in pulse
height.
In this case(trackpassingthroughall thedetector,fromp-sideton-side)the
current contributionis half due to electrons,half to holes;since electronsand
holeshavevery differentmobilities,for our bias (30V/J.lm)the electronsare all
collectedin the first 50 ns, while the hole current is much slower as shownin
Figure 6.7.The totalchargecollectedis thereforea functionof thecollectiontime(
or shapingtime of theRC-CR amplifier)as shownin Figure 6.8.Two signalsare
reconstructedin Figure 6.9.aand 6.9.b,with shapingtimes0.1~sand 1.0JlS;the
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pulse heights are 0.5 and 0.6 of the respectiveoriginal signals. As shownin
Figure 6.8,in two decadesin the time scalethe increasein collectionefficiencyis
very slow;it is reasonableto choosea shapingtime of 100ns (lesscouldbe tooa
shorttimefor the followingdigitalelectronics),losingthe holecurrent(halfof the
signal),but keepinga goodtimeresolution.
In orderto evaluatethis choice,thelossin efficiencydueto thehalvedsignal
is to beconsidered.In Chapter3.wecalculatedtheefficiencyas
f~Nen)dn fo-Nen)dn
E = 100000 = 100000
the integral from the noise thresholdof 500electronsof the electron-hole
pairs distributionN(n); in this casethe scalemustchangeby a factor2 because





N(2)T f -N(m) dm1000 2DOO
E = 100000 = 100000
The N(m)distributionis the sameasconsideredin Chapter3.,with a factor2
differenceof scale,andin the calculationof the integralwejust sumin Nt all the
bins exceptthe first N1(0+2000electrons);fromthe five runs we obtaindifferent
values ofN1 and Nt (N1 =20,17,15,23,24; Nt =475,498,481,481,445)andthe
averagecorrectionN1/Nt is 4 %ofEorEtot.






































































Figure6.6.b: Outputsignal(in equivalentinput chargeunits) as a functionof
timeforashapingtimeof2JlS;differentbiasesareappliedona 50Jlmdetector.The
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Figure6.9.b:Outputsignalasa functionoftimefora shapingtimeof 1Jl.Sfroma 50
Jimdetectorwith a 30V/cmelectricfield.
6.4.2. ShapingTime for CsI/a-SiandXela-SiPETs
In bothXe/a-Si and CsI/a-Si PET projectsa few micronsof silicon couldbe
enoughto absorbvisible (CsI) or UV(Xe) photons,but high capacitanceproblems
makeit morereasonableto use a thicker detector,such as 25 Jlm. The photon
createsan electron-holepair where it interacts with the a-Si; the attenuation
lengthofphotonsis a functionof thewavelength.For shortattenuationlengththe
electron-holepairs are createdvery closeto the p-dopedsurfacelayer, then the
currentis a bare electroncurrent,dueto electronmovingfromthe p-Iayerto the
n-Iayer (reversebias); sinceelectronmobilityis muchlarger than holemobility
(Jleis 1.2cm2/sV,Jlhis 4. 10-3cm2/sV) 7 , in this casewe obtaina muchshorter
transit timefor thetotalcurrent.
For XenonUV-photonsthe attenuationlength is muchless than a micron,
andis of theorderofmicronsfor CsI light, as is shownin Table6.2.In Table6.28
the attenuation length is shown as a function of the photon wavelength;the
emissionwavelengthis much shorter for CsI(Na), althoughit has a lower light
yield. In both CsI(Na) and CsI(Tl) a fastpure electroncurrentis producedin the
amorpho~siliconfor a 25 j.lII1thick detector.The attenuationlengthA.is defined
from the attenuation coefficienta (A.=a-I) for a beam 1=10e-ax.
Table6.2:
Sincethe onlycurrentpresentis the electroncurrent,the characteristictime
'toof the processis the convolutionof the transit time of the electronstc and the
scintillationdecaytime.
We can estimate(seechapterl)the voltageVc that has to be appliedto the
2
detectorin ordertodepleteit :Vc=ePd , wherep is the ionizeddanglingbond
. 2EOESi
density,measured7 . 10I4cm-3, ESiis 11.8,d is 25 Jlm;Vc turnsout tobe335V. A
biasslightlyhigherthanVcshouldbeenoughto fully depletethedetector.
For fully depletedlayers the transit timecanbe expressed5 as t =O.53d2s,
C JlV
whered is the thicknessof the detector,Jl the mobility (Jle=1.2cm2Ns),V the
appliedbias. For 25 Jlm and 500V (20VIJlm) applied, tc(e)=5.5ns . Sincethe
decayconstantfor CsI(Na) is muchlarger,about500ns) this canbe assumedas
'to,the samevaluewe shouldassumefor 'tRC.
ffi
Wavelength Energy a A. Scintillator
(nm) (eV) (em-I) (Jlm)
350 3.54 >1()6 <10-2
42) 2.95 1.0106 10-2 CsI(Na)
550 2.25 1.01()4 1.0 CsI(T!)
700 1.77 3.51()3 2.8
6.5. Conclusions
An amorphous silicon integrated electronics array is presented and
amplification,noiseand time constantshavebeendiscussed.The relativelylarge
pixel size chosen results in a large detectorcapacitance,which leads to a
considerablenoiselevel;a futuredevelopmentof interdigitatedelectrodesto bias
thedetectorcouldreducethe capacitance.
In Table6.3thenoiselevelfor our applicationis presented,for a 4 mm2pixel
surfaceand a capacitancereductionfactorof 0.1 (usinginterdigitatedelectrodes
or similar device).
Table6.3:
Shapingtime and noisehavebeenshownto be the determiningparameters
for the efficiencyof the system,and its time resolutionis assumedto be the
shapingtime itself;a smallertRCimpliesa bettertimeresolution,but in general
increasesthe noise and lowers the efficiencydirectly, cutting out part of the
charge, or indirectly, raising the noise level: a compromisesolution must be
chosenin orderto optimizethefigureof meritparametere2/'t.
For TaJa-Si PET a 50fJ.ffithickdetectoris proposed.Shapingtimesfrom10ns
to 100ns couldbechosen(compatiblewith thespeedof the electronics)collecting
onlythefast electroncharge-half of thetotal,.anda resultingnoiseofabout2000
electronsis expected;due to the large signalof the electrontrack in siliconthe
efficiencyis slightly dependentfrom thenoiselevelandthe shapingtime(in this
situation~cJeof fewpercentis obtained).
For CsIJa-Si andXe/a-SiPETs a 25f.lmthick detectoris proposed;althougha
few microns are sufficient to detectCsI and Xe scintillation photons,a thick
detectoris preferredin orderto reducethe capacitanceand sincethe photonsare
stoppedin the first micron of material, only the electroniccomponentof the
current is expected.A shaping time of 500 ns, approximativelyequal to the
scintillationdecaytimeof CsI(Na), is chosen,anda noiselevelof2400electronsis
calculatedin thecaseofCsI(Na)/a-SiPET. For Xe a shapingtimeof 1~s,whichis
theaveragedrift timeofelectronsin 1emofXe,is chosenand2000electronsis the
noise.Also in this casethe efficiencyis slightly deterioratedfor noise of a few
thousandelectrons.
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note on tRC d CD Nnoise
tRC (f.ls) (f.lm) (pF) (electrons). . .
2.5 25 1.7 1900mInImum nOIse
Xe/a-Si applications 1.0 25 1.7 2000
CsIJa-Si applications 0.5 25 1.7 2400. . .
1.2 ED 0.8 1300mInImum nOIse
TaJa-Si applications 0.1 ED 0.8 2000
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PET systemare severalandstronglyinterrelated,as shownin Figure 7.1.Thekey
parametersare the detectorefficiency £, the time resolution1; andthe space
resolution(JR ' or the combinedparameter£2/1;and(JR' In our proposalsall the
projectshavethe samespatialresolutionof 2 mmdeterminedby the sizeof the










Figure 7.1: RelationshipsbetweenPET parameters.
Since in a Positron Emission Tomographany eventis identifiedby a time
coincidenceof two y-interactionin two oppositedetectors,a basic parameterof
quality of the systemis the true to accidentalcoincidencesratio. In order to
evaluatetheT/A ratio let us considerFigure 7.2 : a positronemitterpointsource
ofactivityS is placedin a phantomandthetwo511keVy emittedbacktobackcan




Figure 7.2: Schematicdrawingof a back-to-back511keV-ycouple
emissionin a PET.
Since for each positron 2 'Yare produced the 'Ysource will appear to have an
activity of 28 if we consider the single rate R in each detector: the single rate on
eachdetectoris R =G 28£ and the true coincidencerate is
T =G 8 £2.
The rate of accidental is proportional to the time window open for the
coincidence(or time resolution 't) and to both the single rate in the two detectors
A =2 't R1~=2't (2G 8 £)2
The ratio T/A turns out to be:
T 1 £2----
A 8T 't




for 'a £2/'t~ 0.1Jls-l a rateT ~10kHz is desiderable,whilefor a better£2f't::::
IJlS-l a rateT ~100kHz is acceptable.In thefollowingpagesthe£2/'Cparameters
foreveryPET projectabovepresentedwill bediscussed.
~ 1 is wanted, this relation establishes,for each
by a £2/'t ratio, a upper limit in acceptabletrue
7.1. A Comparisonof £2/'1;of eachPET Project
In Table 7.1theoptimum£2/'tsofour projectsare comparedwith otherPET
systems:
-a PET system1,2usingleadglasstubesfor 'Yinteractionandgaswithin the
tubesfor drift of secondaryelectrons;a wire chamberdetectstheelectrons;
- conventionalcrystallinescintillatorsystems(NaI, BGO); in this case,since
only the upper limit for the efficiency(interactionefficiencyin the crystal) is
presented,one should consider the loss of efficiency due to any electronics
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thresholdthat cutsoff the eventswith low light levels,whichis not negligiblefor
BGO whose light yield is about 1/5 of the light yield of CsI(T!), CsI(Na) and
NaI(Tl).
Concerningthe £2/'tofourprojects:
1. Tantalum(100 Jlm)/a-Si:H(50 Jlm) multilayer detectorspresent a poor
efficiency (£=7.8%for 20 double layers) comparedto the complexityof the
electronicsrequiredfor sucha numberof layers;their intrinsic qualityis the fast
collection(downto.10ns) of the signal that makethis projectvery attractivein
casesin whichgoodtimeresolutionis neededaboveall. In thebestcaseof a time
resolution of 10 ns (£2/T,=0.6 Jls-l) a true coincidencerate up to 75 kHz is
acceptable.
2. Xenon filled lead glass tubes& a-Si:H detectorspresenta low efficiency
(£=7.5%)and becauseof the low drift velocity of electronsin Xenon a time
resolutionlarger than 1 Jls . For £2/'t=0.0056Jls-l the upperlimit for the true
coincidencerate is 0.7kHz.
3. Although a CsI(Na)/a-Si:H multilayer detectoris possiblewith a good
efficiencyofabout26% anda reasonabletimeresolutionof 500ns,a CsI(Na)filled
glasstubesarray with a-Si:H pixeldetectorsfar exceedstheperformancesof each
ofthea-Si:H detectorsPET projectsstudiedhere. -
A 10mmthick array of CsI(Na) filled glasstubes(2mmdiameterand0.150
mmwall thickness)with a 2 mm sizea-Si:H pixel detectors(25 Jlm thick) plane
presentsanefficiencyof-33.%andatimeresolutionof500ns,witha£2/'t=0.2178
Jls-l andan upperlimit in true coincidencerateT <27kHz.
Since the scintillation light signal from CsI is very high abovethe noise
thresholdof the a-Si:H detectors,onecouldcollectjust half of the light reducing
theintegrationtime of the signalfrom500ns to 350ns with nosensiblevariation
in efficiencybut a bettertimeresolution;in this casefO'ra 10mmthick array £=
32.%,£2/'t=0.2926Jls-landT <37kHz.
A 20mmthickarrayyieldsanefficiencyof 56.%, a £2/T,=0.6272Jls-l and
T<78kHz ; for350ns integrationtimeE=55.%,£2/'t=0.8643Jls-l andT <108kHz.
Finally onecanconsidertwo 10mmthickarrayseachof themwith an a-Si:H
detectorsplane, to increaseefficiencywithout increasing parallax error. The
expectedefficiency'is 66.%, £2/T, =0.8712Jls-l andT < 109kHz; for 350ns
integrationtime£=64.%,£2/T,=1.1703Jls-l andT <146kHz.
As a result of this studya combinationof CsI(Na) filled glasstubesarrays
and amorphoussilicon pixel detectorsoffersgoodefficiencyand time resolution,
competitiveperformance,feasibilityandcosteffectiveness.
In Table 7.1 the different£2/T,Sand the main characteristicsof -theprojects
studiedin this paperarepresentedandfollowedby simplegraphicrepresentions.
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Table7.1:£2/1;ParametersforPET Systems
+ MaximumTrue CoincidenceRatefor a True/AccidentalCoincidenceRateRatio largerthan 1.
* Fast electronics(100MHz bandwidth).
** CsI(Na)in glasstubesasabove,butchargeis integratedonlyfor350ns,i.e.50%ofthelightcollected.
*** Efficiencyupperlimit consideringonlyinteractionprobabilityin crystal.
Detector "(-converter Architecture £ 1; £2/1; T(max) Multi
Characteristics (%) (llS) (Jls-l) (kHz)+ la.yer
wire chamber leadglasstubes 10mmtubes 7.5 0.100 0.0563 7 No
a-Si:H leadglasstubes+Xenon 10mmtubes 7.5 >1.0 0.0056 0.7 No
NaI(Tl) crystals 10mmcrystals 25*** 0.230 0.2717 34 No
BGO crystals 10mmcrystals 50*** 0..300 0.8300 104 No
a-Si:H Tantalumslab 20Ta/a-Si:Hlayers 7.8 0.1 0.0608 8 Yes
a-Si:H Tantalumslab 20Ta/a-Si:Hlayers 7.8 0.101* 0.6080 75 Yes
a-Si:H CsI(Na) slab 10CsIJa-Si:H layers 26. 0.500 0.1352 17 Yes
a-Si:H CsI(Na)in glasstubes 5mmtubes 17. 0.500 0.0578 7 No
a-Si:H CsI(Na)in glasstubes 10mmtubes 33. 0.500 0.2178 27 No
a-Si:H CsI 50%light collection** 10mmtubes 32. 0.350 0.2926 37 No
a-Si:H CsI(Na)in glasstubes 20mmtubes 56. 0.500 0.6272 78 No
a-Si:H CsI 50%lightcollection** 20mmtubes 55. 0.350 0.8643 108 No
a-Si:H CsI(Na)in glasstubes 2x 10mmtubes 66. 0.500 0.8712 109 Yes
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The simulationprogramsare basedon the Electron-GammaShowerEGS4
code(W.R. Nelson et al., SLAC Report 265,December1985).Interactioncross
section for each material are computedby PEGS4. For low energyelectrons
limitations in transport length are imposedso that not morethen 5 % of the
energyof the particle is lost in eachstep.The simulationprograms wererun on
the LBL VAX Cluster.
8.2.1. CsI/AmorphousSiliconDetector
Electronsandphotonsaretransportedthrougha low energycut offof 10keV,
thenare discardedandtheir energyis consideredreleasedin the CsI. In orderto






- Electronsare followedin Tap.talurnandSiliconthrougha low energycut-off
of 20 keV, photonsthrough10keV in Tantalurnand 1 keV in Silicon, thenthey
are discardedand their energyis consideredreleasedin the material.Interaction






Fi Ie SlSDUS110:fMAURIZIO.EGS4]CHESBUR.MOR;37 (3368e,1,0)r last revised on 16-MAY-1989 16:41, is 8 39 block sequential fi Ie ownedby UIc [MAURIZIO. The records are variable length with Implied (CR) carriage control. The longest record is 80 byt~s.
Job CHESBUR (924) queued to SYSSPRINT on 26-JAN-1990 16:03 by user MAURIZIO, Ule [MAURIZIO] , under account 426106 at priority 100,











M"'MMMMMM 666666666666686866666666 Digital Equipment Corporation - VAX/VMSVersion V6.3 eeeeeeeee6e666e6666e6666 MMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMM 66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 MMMMMMMMMM
M AAA U U RRRR III ZZZZZ III 000
MMMM A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M A A U U RRRR I Z I 0 0
M M AAAAA U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A UUUUU R R III ZZZZZ III 000
CCCCCCCCHH HH EEEEEEEEEE SSSSSSSS BBBBBBBB UU lIU RRRRRRRR
CCCCCCCCHH HH EEEEEEEEEE SSSSSSSS BBBBBBBB UU lIU RRRRRRRR
CC HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
ce HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
CC HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
CC HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
CC HHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEE SSSSSS BBBBBBBB UU UU RRRRRRRR
CC HHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEE SSSSSS BBBBBBBB UU UU RRRRRRRR
CC HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
CC HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
CC HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
CC HH HH EE SS BB BB UU UU RR RR
CCCCCCCC HH HH EEEEEEEEEE SSSSSSSS BBBBBBBB UUUUUUUUUURR RR
CCCCCCCC HH HH EEEEEEEEEE SSSSSSSS BBBBBBBB UUUUUUUUUU RR RR
MM MM 000000 RRRRRRRR iii i 333333 77777777
MM MM 000000 RRRRRRRR ; ; ; ; 333333 77777777
MMMM MMMM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 33 33 77
MMMM MMMM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 33 33 77
MM MM MM 00 00 RR RR 33 77
MM MM MM 00 00 RR RR 33 77
MM MM 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ;; j 33 77
MM MM 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ; j ; 33 77
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; j j 33 77
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 33 77
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; 33 33 77
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; 33 33 77
MM MM 000000 RR RR ; ; 333333 77











{SMXREG}WITH {4} "MAXIMUMNUMBEROF REGIONS"





" ADDITIONAL (NON-EGS) MACROS "ft "
REPLACE {SMXHCOM}WITH {40000} "MAX SIZE OF HCOMBUFFER"




















" STEP 2. INITIALIZATION COMESNEXT "" "
NMED=SMXMED;"NUMBEROF MEDIA"
DO J=l, NMED [
DO 1=1,24 [MEDIA (I, J) =MEDARR (I, J) ;)]
MED(1) =1; "C51"
MED(2)=0; "VACUUM IN FRONT OF THE DETECTOR"
MED(3)=0i "VACUUMOUT OF THE SIZE OF THE DETECTOR"


































































CALL HBOOK1(1, 'ENERGY IN 1st PIXEL(MeV)S',
NBIN,0.,.620);
CALL HBOOKl(2,'ENERGY IN 2nd PIXEL(~eV)S',
NBIN,0.,.620);
CALL HBOOKl(3,'ENERGY IN 3rd PIXEL(~eV)S'.
NBIN,0.,.620)j
CALL HBOOK1(4, 'TOTAL ENERGY DEPOSITED IN CsI(~eV)S',
NBIN,0.,.620);
CALL HBOOK1(6,'FRACTION OF ENERGY OUT OF THE DETECTORS',
60,0. , 1 . ) ;




N STEP 3. HATCH-CALLCOMES NEXT "N "
CALL HATCH;
~OUTPUTVARIOUSQUANTITIESASSOCIATEDWITH THE MEDIA"











RLC=' ,G15. 7,' CM');
UE= ' , G 16 . 7 " MEV');
UP=',G16.7,' MEV');
OUTPUT DSIZE; <III/,' PIXEL SIZE = ',F6.2,' CM');
OUTPUT TOTSIZE,DTH;(I///,' TOTAL DETECTOR SIZE = ',F7.4,' CM',
I,' DETECTOR THICKNESS = ',F7.4,' CM');
" ~.~ "
" STEP 4. DETERMINATIONOF INCIDENT PARTICLE PROPERTIES "
" ,~ "
IQI=0j "INCIDENT PARTICLE"
EI=0.61ID0; "TOTAL ENERGY OF PARTICLE (MEV)"
EII=EI;
AVAILE=EI; "AVAILABLEK.E. (MEV)"
EISING=EI; "SINGLE PRECISION ENERGY VARIABLE"
XI=0.0; YI=0.0; ZI=-l..DTH; "STARTINGCOORDINATES(CM)"
UI=0.0; VI=0.0; WI=1.0; "INCIDENT DIRECTION COSINES"
IRI=l; "ENTRANCE REGION DEFINITION"
WTI=1.0; "WEIGHT FACTOR OF UNITY"
"SELECT THE STARTING RANDOMNUMBERSEED"
" OUTPUT; (I,' INIZIALIZING RANDOMNUMBER?'); "
READ(.,.) IXXST;
"lXXST=123466789;"
IXX=IXXSTi "INITIALIZED RANDOMNUMBERWITH STARTING SEED"
" OUTPUT; (I,' NUMBEROF EVENTS ?')i "
READ(.,.) NCASESj
" "
" STEP 6. SHOWER-CALL---NEXT "" "
CALL TIME(ITIME);
OUTPUT ITIMEj
(II,' PRIOR TO SHOWERCALL LOOP ===) ITIME=',A8,11);
ESTEPE=0.06;
DO I=l,NMED [ "SET UPPER LIMIT TO USTEP IN ORDERTO HAVE"
"ENERGY LOSS LESS THAN ESTEPE.ENERGY OF "
"THE ELECTRON"
CALL FIXTMX(ESTEPE,I); ]



































DO ID=I, 3 [
VA=YIL(ID) j






"END OF SHOWERCALL LOOP"]
CALL TI~E(ITI~E)j
OUTPUT ITI~Ej (II,' END OF SHOWERCALL LOOP ===)ITIME=',A8,II)j
ft "
" STEP 6. OUTPUTOF RESULTS "
ft "
OUTPUT NCOUNT,NCASES,IXXST,IXXENDj
('1',110,' CASES OUT OF ',110,








CALL HISTDOj "OUTPUT ALL HISTOGRA~S"
STOPj









XL (20) , YL (20) , ZL (20) , XS (20) , YS (20) , ZS (20) ;
REAL.a EDP,ENEDEP;







































IF (WW.GT.0.) [ "FORWARD"
DIST=DISl/WWj
IF (DIST. LE. USTEP) [USTEP=DIST j
























It THIS ROUTINE CHANGES THE STEP SIZE ALGORITHM USED IN EGS SO THAT
THE STEP SIZE ARRAYS FOR T~XS CORRESPONDTO AN ARBITRARY,BUT
FIXED FRACTIONAL ENERGY LOSS ESTEPE.
IT IS ONLY NECESSARY FOR LOW ENERGY ELECTRON PROBLE~S SINCE
TYPICALLY THE 200.TEFF0 RESTRICTION ON TMXS IS MORESTRINGENT
FOR ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE A FEW MEV








.. THE ROUTINE CHANGESTHE VALUES ONLY FOR THE ~EDIUM '~EDIUM'
AND IT SHOULDPROBABLY BE USED FOR ALL MEDIA IN A PROBLE~.
THE ROUTINE ~UST BE CALLED AFTER HATCH HAS BEEN CALLED AND BEFORE







THE ROUTINE IS INDEPENDENT OF WHATUNITS ARE BEING USED, AS LONG
AS THEY ARE CONSISTENT( E.G. CM, RL OR G/CM..2 )






FOR A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE USE OF THIS ROUTINE, SEE
'Low Energy Electron Transport with EGS' in Nuclear Instr. and




" V01 DEC10,1981DAVEROGERSNRCC II
" V02 DEC1984 EGS4VERSION II
" "
iCOMIN/MEDIA,ELECIN/j
IF (MEDIUM ) SMXMED)["ERROR" OUTPUT MEDIUMj
(///'0 MEDIUM=',I4,' IN FIXTMX IS TOOLARGE')jRETURNj]
IF (ESTEPE = 0) [RETURN; II I. E. USE THE CURRENT ALGORITH~ "]
"SET UP SO~E VARIABLES FOR FIRST PASS THROUGHLOOP"
EI =EXP( (1.-EKE0(~EDIUM))/EKE1(MEDIUM))i"ENERGY OF FIRST TABLE ENTRY"
ElL =ALOG(EI)j LEIL=lj
"THIS IS EQUIVALENT TO SSETINTERVAL EIL,EKE; BUT AVOIDS ROUNDOFF"
SEVALUATE EDEDX USING EDEDX(EIL);"GET THE ELECTRON STOPPPING AT EI"
















"TABULATED ENERGIES ARE IN A FIXED RATIO - CALC LOG OF THE RATIO"
ERATIO=-1./EKE1(~EDIU~) i
NEKE=~EKE(~EDIU~)j"NU~BER OF ELEMENTS IN STORAGE ARRAY"
DO I=1,NEKE-1[
EIP1=EXP«FLOAT(I+1)-EKE0(~EDIU~»/EKE1(~EDIUM»j"ENERGY AT 1+1"
EIP1L=ALOG(EIP1) iLEIP1L=I+1j"DESIGNED THIS WAY=SSETINTERVAL"
SEVALUATE EDEDX USING EDEDX(EIPIL)jSIP1=ESTEPE.EIPl/EDEDXi
"NOWSOLVE THESE EQUATIONS
" SI = T~XS1 . ElL + T~XS0






"TRANSFER VALUES FOR NEXT LOOP"
EIL=EIP1LiSI=SIP1i]






















MAURIZIO.EGS4]WHOPPER.MOR;16 (33964,1,0)r I..t revised on 24-MAY-198911:32,i. a 4~block sequential fiIe owned
by UI~ [MAURIZIO. The recorda are variable length with Implied (CR) carriage control. The longe.t record I. 80 byte..
Job WHOPPER (922) queued to SYSSPRINT on 26-JAN-199~ 16:02 by user MAURIZIO, UIC [MAURIZIO], under account 426106 .t priority 100,











VVVVVVVVVV 777777777777777777777777 Digital EquipmentCorporation - VAX/VS Version V6.3 777777777777777777777777
VVVVVVVVVV 777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777ir7777777777777777777
M M AAA U U RRRR III ZZZZZ III 000
MM M A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M M A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A U U RRRR I Z I 0 0
M AAAAA U U R R I Z I 0 0
M A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A UUUUU R R III ZZZZZ III 000
WW WW HH HH 000000 pppppppp pppppppp EEEEEEEEEE RRRRRRRR
WW WW HH HH 000000 pppppppp pp,pppppp EEEEEEEEEE RRRRRRRR
WW WI( HH HH 00 00 pp pp pp pp EE RR RR
WW WW HH HH 00 00 pp pp pp pp EE RR HR
WW WW HH HH 00 00 pp pp pp pp EE RR RR
WW WW HH HH 00 00 pp pp pp pp EE RR' RR
WW WW HHHHHHHHHH 00 00 PPPPPPPP PPPPPPPP EEEEEEEE RRRRRRRR
WW WW HHHHHHHHHH 00 00 PPPPPPPP PPPPPPPP EEEEEEEE RRRRRRRR
WW WW WW HH HH 00 00 PP PP EE RR RR
WW WW WW HH HH 00 '00 PP PP EE RR RR
WWWW WWWW HH HH 00 00 PP PP EE RR RR
WWWW WWWW HH HH 00 00 PP PP EE RR RR
WW WW HH HH 000000 PP PP EEEEEEEEEE RR RR
WW WW HH HH 000000 PP PP EEEEEEEEEE RR RR
MM MM 000000 RRRRRRRR ; ;;; 11 6666666666
MM MM 000000 RRRRRRRR ; ;;; 11 6666666666
MMMM MMMM 00 00 RR RR , , , , 1111 66
MMMM MMMM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ;; 1111 66
MM MM MM 00 00 RR RR 11 666666
MM MM MM 00 00 RR RR 11 666666
MM MM 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ;; 11 66 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ;; 11 66 66
MM MM 000000 RR RR ;; 111111 666666
MM MM 000000 RR RR ;; 111111 666666
" ~I W
" WHOPPER PROGRAM "
ft w
ft w
" STEP 1. USER-OVER-RIDE-OF-EGS-MACROS "
" , "
REPLACE {~MXREG} WITH {3} "MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REGIONS"
REPLACE {~MXMED} WITH {I} "MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MEDIA"




" ADDITIONAL (NON-EGS) MACROS "" "
REPLACE {~MXHCOM}WITH {40000} "MAX SIZE OF HCOM BUFFER"
REPLACE {SMBIN} WITH {62} "NO. OF BINS FOR THE HIST)S"
" "












" START OF EXECUTABLE CODE "" "
,/ ;
w ' "
" STEP 2. INITIALIZATION COMESNEXT "" , "




MED(2)=0i "VACUUM IN FRONT OF THE DETECTOR"














CALL HBOOKl(l,'TOTAL ENERGY DEPOSITED IN CsI(MeV)S',
NBIN,0.,.620)j
CALL HBOOKl(2, 'ENERGY IN 1st PIXEL(MeV)-100~LIGHTS),
NBIN,0., .620) j
CALL HBOOKl(3, 'ENERGY IN 2nd PIXEL(MeV)-100~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0., .62O) j
CALL HBOOKl(4, 'ENERGY IN 3rd PIXEL(MeV)-100~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0.,.620);
CALL HBOOKl(6,'FRACTIONOF ENERGYOUTOF THE DETECTOR-100~S',
60, ° . , 1 . ) ;
CALL HBOOK1(6, 'CENTER OF GRAVITY OF' LIGHT;CYLCOOR(CM)-100~S',
6O,O. ,DSIlE);
CALL HBOOKl(7, 'ENERGY IN 1st PIXEL(MeV)-60~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0., .620);
CALL HBOOKl(B, 'ENERGY IN 2nd PIXEL(MeV)-60~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0., .620);
CALL HBOOKl(9, 'ENERGY IN 3rd PIXEL(MeV)-60~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0., .620);
CALL HBOOKl(10, 'FRACTION OF ENERGY OUT OF THE DETECTOR-60~S',
6O, 0. , 1 . ) ;
CALL HBOOKl(11, 'CENTER OF GRAVITY OF LIGHT;CYLCOOR(CM)-TR~S',
6O,0. ,DSIZE);
CALL HBOOK1(12, 'ENERGY IN 1st PIXEL(MeV)-TR~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0., .620);
CALL HBOOKl(13,'ENERGY IN 2nd PIXEL(MeV)-TR~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0., .620);
CALL HBOOKl(14, 'ENERGY IN 3rd PIXEL(MeV)-TR~LIGHTS',
NBIN,0., .620) ;
CALL HBOOK1(16,'FRACTION OF ENERGY OUT OF THE DETECTOR-TR~S',
60,0. , 1 . ) ;




" STEP3. HATCH-CALLCOMESNEXT "" "
CALL HATCH;
"OUTPUT VARIOUS QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE ~EDIA"












UE= ' , G 16 . 7 " MEV');
UP=' , G16. 7 " MEV') j
OUTPUT DSIZEj (1111,' PIXEL SIZE = ',F6.2,' 0.4') j
OUTPUT TOTSIZE,DTH;(//II,' TOTAL DETECTOR SIZE = ',F7.4,' CM',
(,' DETECTOR THICKNESS = ',F7.4,' CM');
" ,~ "
" STEP 4. DETERMINATIONOF INCIDENT PARTICLE PROPERTIES "
" ,~ "
IQI=0; "INCIDENT PARTICLE"
EI=0.611D0; "TOTALENERGYOF PARTICLE (MEV)"
EII=EI;
AVAILE=EI; "AVAILABLE K.E. (MEV)"
EISING=EIi "SINGLE PRECISION ENERGY VARIABLE"
XI=0.0; YI=0.0; ZI=-l..DTHj "STARTING COORDINATES (CM)W
UI=0.0; VI=0.0; WI=1.0j "INCIDENT DIRECTION COSINES"
IRI=l; "ENTRANCE REGION DEFINITION"
WTI=1.0j "WEIGHT FACTOR OF UNITY"
"SELECT THE STARTING RANDOMNUMBERSEED"
" OUTPUT; (I,' INIZIALIZING RANDOM NUMBER ?'); "
READ(.,.) IXXST;
"IXXST=123466789;"
IXX=IXXSTj "INITIALIZED RANDOMNUMBERWITH STARTING SEED"
" OUTPUT; (I,' NUMBEROF EVENTS ?')j "
READ(.,.) NCASESj
" "
" STEP6. SHOWER-CALL---NEXT "" "
CALL TIME(ITIME);
OUTPUT ITIME;
(II,' PRIOR TO SHOWERCALL LOOP ===) ITIME:',A8,11);
ESTEPE=0.06;
DO I=l,NMED [ "SET UPPER LIMIT TO USTEP IN ORDERTO HAVE"
"ENERGY LOSS LESS THAN ESTEPE.ENERGY OF "
"THE ELECTRON"
CALL FIXTMX(ESTEPE,I); )





DO K=l, 6 [
YIELD(L,J,K)=0.; ] ] ]
DO .J=1,20 [











IF (NN . E Q . 2) [
EDPl=EDP(K).FR2;































"END OF SHOWERCALL LOOP"]
CALL TIME(ITIME);
OUTPUT ITIME; (II.' END OF SHOWERCALL LOOP ===) ITIME=',AS,II);
" ~ "
" ,~. STEP 6. OUTPUT OF RESULTS ~ "
" ~ "
OUTPUT NCOUNT,NCASES,IXXST,IXXENDj
('I',1l~,' CASES OUT OF ',110,
11,' 1XXST=',II2,1,' 1XXEND=',112,II)j




WRITE(J,.) K,ARRAY(K); ] ]
CALL HISTDOj "OUTPUT ALL HISTOGRAMS"
STOP;








XL (20) , YL (2~) , XS(2~) , YS (2~) ;
REAL.S EDP,ENEDEPi
IF(IQ(NP) .EQ.-l.AND.IR(NP) .EQ.l) [
IF (1NP. NE.NP) [
NEKE=MEKE(MEDIUM)j"NUMBEROF ELEMENTS IN STORAGE ARRAY"
DOI=l,NEKE-l[ .
EIPl=EXP«FLOAT(I+l)-EKE0(MEDIUM»/EKEl(MEDIUM» j"ENERGY AT 1+1"
EIP1L=ALOG(EIP1)jLEIP1L=I+1j"DESIGNED THIS WAY=$SETINTERVAL"
SEVALUATE EDEDX USING EDEDX(EIP1L) jSIP1=ESTEPE.EIP1/EDEDXj
"NOWSOLVE THESE EQUATIONS
" SI =TMXSI . ElL + TMXSI2I






"TRANSFER VALUES FOR NEXT LOOP"
EIL=EIP1L;SI=SIP1j]




























ELSE [ NN=NN+ljFRl=2./3.j ]
IF(NN.EQ.0) [
IF(Il.EQ.I2.AND.Jl.EQ.J2) [FRl=l.; NN=l; ]
ELSE [ FR1=2./3.; FR2=1./3.; NN=2; ] ]
ELSEIF(NN.EQ.1) [
IF (FR2. GT. FRl) [ 11=12; J1=J2 j FR1=FR2; ] ]













DO H=1 , 2 [
HH=2.H+lj



















Fi Ie SlSDUSl10: [MAURIZIO.REFlE]REFLEX.FOR;30(33986,1r0),last revised on 7-FEB-1989 11:36, is 8 6 block sequential 11Ie ownedby
UIC ~AURIZIO]. The records are variable length with Implied (CR) carriage control. The longest record I. 60 bytes.
Job REFLEX (928) queued to SYSSPRINT on 26-JAN-1990 16:04 by user MAURIZIO, UIC [MAURIZIO], under account 426106 at priority 100,









XXX XXX XXX X
M M AAA U U RRRR III ZZZZZ III 000
MMMM A A U U R R I Z I a a
M M M A A U U R R I Z I a a
M M A A U U RRRR I Z I a a
M M AAAAA U U R R I Z I a a
M M A A U U R R I Z I a a
M M A A UUUUU R R III ZZZZZ III 000
RRRRRRRR EEEEEEEEEE FFFFFFFFFF Ll EEEEEEEEEE XX XX
RRRRRRRR EEEEEEEEEE FFFFFFFFFF Ll EEEEEEEEEE XX XX
RR RR EE FF LL EE XX XX
RR RR EE FF LL EE XX XX
RR RR EE FF LL EE XX XX
RR RR EE FF LL EE XX XX
RRRRRRRR EEEEEEEE FFFFFFFF Ll EEEEEEEE XX
RRRRRRRR EEEEEEEE FFFFFFFF LL EEEEEEEE XX
RR RR EE FF LL EE XX XX
RR RR EE FF LL EE XX XX
RR RR EE FF Ll EE XX )(X
RR RR EE FF Ll EE XX )(X
RR RR EEEEEEEEEE FF llLlLLLlLL EEEEEEEEEE XX )(X
RR RR EEEEEEEEEE FF llllllLLLl EEEEEEEEEE XX )(X
FFFFFFFFFF 000000 RRRRRRRR ; ; ; ; 333333 000000
FFFFFFFFFF 000000 RRRRRRRR ; ; ; ; 333333 000000
FF 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 33 33 00 00
FF 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 33 33 00 00
FF 00 00 RR RR 33 00 0000
FF 00 00 RR RR 33 00 0000
FFFFFFFF 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ; ; ; 33 00 00 00
FFFFFFFF 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ; ; ; 33 00 00 00
FF 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 33 0000 00
FF 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 33 0000 00
FF 00 00 RR RR ; ; 33 33 00 00
FF 00 00 RR RR ; ; 33 33 00 00
FF 000000 RR RR ; ; 333333 000000





This program computes the probabi lity for a
photon created in point (b,z) with direction (phi,the)
within the tube of radius r0 to reach the end
of the tube; ri is the refrection index of the glass.
program reflex







c a I I h boo k 1 (1 , 't i tie S ' , 60 , 0 . 01 , 0 . 1 , 1000)
call hbookl(2,'no. reflexS',60,0.,100,1000)
ca II hbstat (0)
type .,'radius of the tube? (em)'
read (', -) r0
type .,'index of refraction ?'
read(_,.) ri
type .,'Iength of the tube (cm) ?'
read(_,.) z0
type .,'number of photon to be generated ?'
read(.,.) n
type -, 'type four integer odd large no.'











































s i gt=sqrt (s i gt)
type .,'final random numbers :'
write(.,.) iI, i2, i3, i4
type .,'radius of the tube (cm) =',r0
type .,'index of refraction = ',ri
type .,'Iength (cm) =',z0
type .,'number of photons =',n
type ., 'average no. of reflex =',mm
t y P e .,' me a n val u e 0 f pro b a b i lit y =', pm






































Fi Ie SlSDUSl10: [MAURIZIO.EGS4.BIGMAK]BIGMAC.MOR;16 (33666,l,0)r last revised on 10-MAY-198916:32, i. . 46 block sequential fi Ie
owned-by UIe [MAURIZIO]. The records are variable length with Implied (CR) carriage control. Th. longest record is 80 bytes.
Job BIGMAC (926) queued to SYSSPRINT on 26-JAN-1990 16:03 by user MAURIZIO, UIC [MAURIZIO], under account 426106 at priority 100,










M M AAA U U RRRR III ZZZZZ III 000
MMMM A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M M A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A U U RRRR I Z I 0 0
M M AAAAA U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A U U R R I Z I 0 0
M M A A UUUUU R R III ZZZZZ III 000
BBBBBBBB 111111 GGGGGGGGMM MM AAAAAA ccccccee
BBBBBBBB IIIIII GGGGGGGGMM MM AAAAAA eeeeeeee
BB BB II GG MMMM MMMM AA AA ee
BB BB II GG MMMM MMMM AA AA ee
BB BB II GG MM MM MM AA AA ee
BB BB II GG MM MM MM AA AA ee
BBBBBBBB II GG MM MM AA AA ee
BBBBBBBB II GG MM MM AA AA ee
BB BB II GG GGGGGG MM MM AAAAAAAAAA ee
BB BB II GG GGGGGG MM MM AAAAAAAAAA ee
BB BB II GG GG MM MM AA AA ee
BB BB II GG GG MM MM AA AA ee
BBBBBBBB 111111 GGGGGG MM MM AA AA eeeccccc
BBBBBBBB 111111 GGGGGG MM MM AA AA CCCCCCCC
MM MM 000000 RRRRRRRR ; ;;; 11 6666666666
MM MM 000000 RRRRRRRR ; ;;; 11 6666666666
MMMM MMMM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 1111 66
MMMM MMMM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ; ; 1111 66
MM MM MM 00 00 RR RR 11 666666
MM MM MM 00 00 RR RR 11 666666
MM MM 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RRRRRRRR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ; ; ;; 11 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ;; 11 156 66
MM MM 00 00 RR RR ;; 11 66 66
MM MM 000000 RR RR ; ; 111111 666666
MM MM 000000 RR RR ;; 111111 666666
ft "
ft BIG~AC PROGRA~ "
" "
ft "






{S~XREG}WITH {7} "~AXI~U~NU~BEROF REGIONS"





" ADDITIONAL(NON-EGS)~ACROS "" "
REPLACE {S~XHCO~}WITH {40000} "~AX SIZE OF HCO~BUFFER"



















" START OF EXECUTABLE CODE "
ft "
" "
" STEP2. INITIALIZATIONCOMESNEXT "" "
N~ED=S~X~EDj"NU~BEROF ~EDIA"
DO J=l, N~ED [
DO 1=1,24 [~EDIA(I,J)=~EDARR(I,J);]]
NSI1=2; "FIRST SILICON LAYER"
NSI2=4; "SECOND SILICON LAYER"
NTAl=l; "FIRST TANTALUMLAYER"
NTA2=3; "SECOND TANTALUMLAYER"
NVAl=5; "VACUUM IN FRONT OF THE DETECTOR"
NVA2=6; "VACUUMIN THE BACK OF THE DETECTOR"










"SET TANTALUM AND SILICON THICKNESS"
" OUTPUT; (I,» TANTALUMSLAB THICKNESS? (MICRON)'); "
READ(.,.) TATHM;
TATH=TATHM.l.E-4; "CM"






CALL HBOOKl(l, 'ELECTRON KIN.ENE.SPECTRUM (SINGLE ELE.ENTERS SILICON)S',
NBIN,0., .520);
CALL HBOOKl(2, 'PHOTON ENE.SPECTRUM (SINGLE PHO.ENTERS SILICON)S',
NBIN,0.,.520);
CALL HBOOKl(3, 'ELECTRON KIN.ENE.SPECTRUM (lPHO/IELE.ENTERS SILICON)S',
NBIN,0., .520);
CALL HBOOKl(4,»PHOTON ENE.SPECTRUM (lPHO/IELE.ENTERS SILICON)S',
NBIN,0.,.520);
CALL HBOOKl(6, 'ELECTRON KIN.ENE.SPECTRUM (ALL EVENTS-ENTER SILICON)S»,
NBIN,0.,.520);
CALL HBOOKl(6, »PHOTONENE.SPECTRUM (ALL EVENTS-ENTER SILICON)S»,
NBIN,0.,.620);
CALL HBOOKl(7, »ENERGYDEP. IN FIRST DETECTOR (TRACK ONLY IN SIl)S',
NBIN, 0. , .620) ;
CALL HBOOKl(8,'ENERGY DEP. IN SECONDDETECTOR (TRACK ONLY IN SI2)S»,
NBIN,0., .620);
CALL HBOOKl(9, »ENERGYDEP. IN FIRST DETECTOR (TRACK IN BOTH)S',
NBIN,0., .620) i
CALL HBOOKl(10,'ENERGY DEP. IN SECONDDETECTOR (TRACK IN BOTH)S',
NBIN,0".620) i
CALL HBOOKl(ll, 'TOT.ENERGY DEP. IN BOTH DETECTORS (TRAC.<IN BOTH)S',
NBIN,0., .520);
CALL HBOOKl(12,'ENERGY DEP. IN FIRST TANTALUMSLAB (ALL EVENTS)S',
. NBIN,0.,.620)i
CALL HBOOKI(13, 'ENERGY DEP. IN FIRST DETECTOR (ALL EVENTS)S',
NBIN,0.,.520);
CALL HBOOKI(14,)ENERGY DEP. IN SECOND TANTALUMSLAB (ALL EVENTS)$),
NBIN,0., .520);
CALL HBOOKl(16,)ENERGY DEP. IN SECOND DETECTOR (ALL EVENTS)S),
NBIN,0., .620);" "
" STEP3. HATCH-CALLCOMESNEXT "
" "
CALL HATCH;
"OUTPUT VARIOUS QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE MEDIA"






(5X,) AE=', G16. 7 ,) MEV
OUTPUT AP(JSEL),UP(JSEL);
(5X,) AP=),GI6. 7,) MEV
"END OF JSEL-LOOP"]
(/,IX,24AI)j
RLC=) ,GIG. 7,) CM»;
UE= ' ,G 16 . 7 " MEV»;
UP=' ,G15. 7,) MEV»;
OUTPUT TOTSIZE; (lfff, , DETECTORSIZE = ',F6.2,' CM');
OUTPUT TATH,SITH; (ffff,' THICKNESS OF TANTALUM= ',F7.4,' CM',
f,) THICKNESSOF SILICON = ),F7.4,) CM»; .
" "
" STEP 4. DETERMINATIONOF INCIDENT PARTICLE PROPERTIES "" "
IQI=0j "INCIDENT PARTICLE"
EI=0.611D0j "TOTAL ENERGY OF PARTICLE (MEV)"
EII=EI;
AVAILE=EI; "AVAILABLE K.E. (MEV)"
EISING=EI; "SINGLE PRECISION ENERGY VARIABLE"
XI=0.0; YI=0.0; ZI=0.0; "STARTINGCOORDINATES(CM)"
UI=0.0; VI=0.0; WI=I.0; "INCIDENT DIRECTION COSINES"
IRI=NTAI; "ENTRANCE REGION DEFINITION"
WTI=l.0; "WEIGHT FACTOR OF UNITY"
"SELECT THE STARTING RANDOMNUMBERSEED"
" OUTPUT; (f,) INIZIALIZING RANDOM NUMBER ?'); "
READ(.,.) IXXST;
"IXXST=123466789;"
IXX=IXXST; "INITIALIZED RANDOMNUMBERWITH STARTING SEED"
" OUTPUT; (f,' NUMBEROF EVENTS 1'); "
READ(.,.) NCASES;
" "
" ,.STEP 6. SHOWER-CALL---NEXT "" "
CALL TI~E(ITI~E);
OUTPUT ITIME;
(II,' PRIOR TO SHOWER CALL LOOP ===) ITI~E=',AB,/I);
ISI1=0; "NUMBER OF EVENTS WITH TRACKS ONLY IN FIRST DETECTOR"
ISI2=0; "NUMBER OF EVENTS WITH TRACKS ONLY IN SECOND DETECTOR"
IAND=0; "NUMBER OF EVENTS WITH TRACKS IN BOTH DETECTORS"
ESTEPE=0.05;
DO I=1,NMED [ "SET UPPER LIMIT TO USTEP IN ORDER TO HAVE"
"ENERGY LOSS LESS THAN ESTEPE.ENERGY OF "
"THE ELECTRON" .
CALL FIXT~X(ESTEPE,I); ]






DO J=l,NREG [ EDP(J)=0.;
CALL SHOWER(IQI,EI,XI,YI,ZI,UI,VI,WI,IRI,WTI)j
"FILL HISTOGRA~S OF DEPOSITED ENERGY IN THE DETECTORS"
IF(EDSI1.NE.0..AND.EDSI2.EQ.0.) [













"FILL HISTOGRA~S OF ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE PARTICLES"
"ENTERING THE FIRST DETECTOR"
IF(IE~UL.EQ.1.AND.IGMUL.EQ.0) [ "ONLY AN ELECTRON ESCAPES TANTALU~"
"LIKELY TO BE A PHOTOELECTRON"
CALL HFILL(1,SSE)j ]
ELSEIF(IE~UL.EQ.0.AND.IG~UL.EQ.1) [ "ONLY A PHOTON ESCAPES TANTALU~"
"LIKELY TO BE A COMPTO~ PHOTON"
CALL HFILL(2,SSG); ]
ELSEIF(IE~UL.EQ.1.AND.IG~UL.EQ.1) [ "an electron and. photon escape"










"END OF SHOWERCALL LOOP"]
CALL TI~E(ITI~E);
OUTPUTITI~E; (II,' ENDOF SHOWERCALL LOOP===>ITI~E=',AB,II);
" "
" STEP 6. OUTPUTOF RESULTS "" "
OUTPUT NCOUNT,NCASES,IXXST,IXXEND;
('1',110,' CASES OUT OF ',110,
II,' IXXST=',I12,1,' IXXEND=',I12,/f);
OUTPUT ISI1,ISI2,IAND;
(I,' NU~BEROF EVENTS WITH TRACKS ONLY IN FIRST DETECTOR',IB,
I,' NU~BEROF EVENTS WITH TRACKS ONLY IN SECONDDETECTOR',IB,








CALL HISTDOj "OUTPUT ALL HISTOGRA~S"
STOPj











IRL=IR(NP)j "SET LOCAL VARIABLE"
IF(IRL.EQ.NSI1.AND.IROLD.EQ.NTA1) [
"PARTICLE ENTERING THE FIRST SILICON LAYER"
"KINETIC ENERGY SPECTRU~"
EEE=E(NP); EE~=E(NP)-R~j








CALL HFILL(6,EEE)j ] ]
























IDISC=lj "OUT OF THE SIZE OF THE DETECTOR" ]












ELSE [IDISC=lj] ] .








ELSEIF(WW.LT.0.) [ "BACKWARD PARTICLE"
DIST=-DIS2/WW;
IF (DIST . LE. USTEP) [USTEP=DIST;
IRNEW=NSIt; ] ]
ELSE [IDISC=l;] ]












IF (DIST. LE. USTEP) [USTEP=DIST j
IRNEW=NTAl; ] ]
ELSE [IDISC=l;] ]










IF (DIST . LE.USTEP) [USTEP=DIST;
IRNEW=NTA2; ] ]
ELSE [IDISC=l;] ]
ELSE [IDISC=l; "VACUUMOR SOMETHING ELSE" ]
RETURN;
END; "END OF SUBROUTINE HOWFAR"
~E
" ~ "" .. "







THIS ROUTINE CHANGESTHE STEP SIZE ALGORITHM USED IN EGS SO THAT
THE STEP SIZE ARRAYS FOR TMXS CORRESPONDTO AN ARBITRARY, BUT
FIXED FRACTIONAL ENERGY LOSS ESTEPE.
IT IS ONLY NECESSARY FOR LOW ENERGY ELECTRON PROBLEMSSINCE
TYPICALLY THE 200.TEFF0 RESTRICTION ON TMXS IS MORESTRINGENT








NOTE THAT THE STMXS-OVER-RIDE MACRO IS STILL IN FORCEIN EGS.
THE ROUTINE CHANGESTHE VALUES ONLY FOR THE MEDIUM 'MEDIUM'
AND IT SHOULDPROBABLY BE USED FOR ALL MEDIA IN A PROBLEM.
"
"
" THE ROUTINE MUST BE CALLED AFTER HATCH HAS BEEN CALLED AND BEFORETHE SIMULATION IS BEGUN.
THE ROUTINE IS INDEPENDENT OF WHATUNITS ARE BEING USED, AS LONG










IF CALLED WITH ESTEPE=0, THE CURRENT ALGORITHM IS USED
FOR A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE USE OF THIS ROUTINE, SEE
'Low Energy Electron Transport with EGS' in Nuclear Instr. and






" V01 DEC10,1981DAVEROGERSNRCC "
"V02 DEC1984 EGS4VERSION "
" "
jCOMIN/MEDIA,ELECIN/j
IF(MEDIUM >$MXMED)["ERROR" OUTPUT MEDIUMj
(///'0 MEDIUM=',I4,' IN FIXTMX IS TOO LARGE')jRETURNj]
IF(ESTEPE = 0) [RETURNj"I.E. USE THE CURRENTALGORITHM"]
"SET UP SOME VARIABLES FOR FIRST PASS THROUGHLOOP"
EI =EXP( (1.-EKE0(MEDIUM»/EKE1(MEDIUM»j"ENERGY OF FIRST TABLE ENTRY"
ElL =ALOG(EI)j LEIL=lj
"THIS IS EQUIVALENT TO SSETINTERVAL EIL,EKEj BUT AVOIDS ROUNDOFF"
SEVALUATE EDEDX USING EDEDX(EIL)j"GET THE ELECTRON STOPPPING AT EI"
"NOWCALCULATE STEP REQUIRED TO CAUSE AN ESTEPE REDUCTION IN ENERGY"
SI=ESTEPE.EI/EDEDXj
"TABULATED ENERGIES ARE IN A FIXED RATIO - CALC LOG OF THE RATIO"
ERATIO=-1./EKE1(MEDIUM)j




SEVALUATE EDEDX USING EDEDX(EIPIL) iSIP1=ESTEPE.EIP1/EOEDXj
"NOWSOLVE THESE EQUATIONS
" SI = TMXS1. ElL. TMXS0





"TRANSFER VALUES FOR NEXT LOOP"
EIL=EIPILjSI=SIP1j]




ENDj "END OF SUBROUTINE FIXTMX"
